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SUMMARY 
The influence of changes in precursor region flow properties 
(resulting from the absorption of radiation from the shock layer) 
on the entire shock-layer flow phenomena is investigated. The 
axially symmetric case is considered for both the preheating zone 
(precursor region) and shock layer. The flow in the shock layer 
is considered to be viscous with chemical equilibrium but radiative 
nonequilibrium. Realistic thermophysical and spectral models are 
employed, and results are obtained by implicit finite difference 
and iterative procedures. The results indicate that precursor 
heating increases the radiative heating of the body by a maximum 
of 7.5 percent for 116-km entry conditions. 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
'i mass fraction of species i in the shock layer, Pi/P 
mass fraction of species c1 in the precursor zone 
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total enthalpy, h = (u2 + v2)/2 
mass diffusion flux of species i, Jz RN"Z-ef 
thermal conductivity of mixture, k*/uGef C;,,,,, (also 
Boltzmann constant) 
net rate of production of species u 
Lewis number, p* DZj Cc/k* 
molecular weight of mixture 
coordinate normal to the bow shock, n*/R* N 
pressure, P*/(P; v;') 
Prandtl number, p* C;/k* 
net radiant heat flux, qpp,$ v;" 1 
radius measured from axis of symmetry to a point on the 
body surface, r*/s 
radius measured from axis of symmetry to a point on the 
bow shock, '*s/s 
universal gas constant 






















body nose radius (same as Rg) 
radius of the bow shock 
coordinate along the bow shock, s*/ % 
temperature, t*/Tcef 
reference temperature, 27315 OK 
reference temperature, vp * 
PIW 
velocity tangent to body surface, u*/vz 
velocity tangent to bow shock, cm/set 
velocity normal to body surface, u*/vz 
velocity normal to bow shock, cm/set 
coordinate along the body surface, X*/G 
coordinate normal to the body surface, Y*/s 
shock angle defined in fig. 2.1 
Reynolds number parameter or surface emittance 
body angle defined in fig. 2.1 
transformed y coordinate, Y/Y, 
body curvature, K*/R$ 
spectral absorption coefficient 
viscosity of mixture, v*/u;ef 
reference viscosity, 1-1* (TZef 1 
coordinate along the body surface, <=x 
density of mixture, P*/Pz 







i ith species 
S shock value 
W wall value 
co free-stream condition 
V radiation frequency 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Radiation plays a very important role in the analyses of flow 
phenomena around an entry body at high-speed entry conditions. In 
many instances, the radiative energy transferred to the body exceeds 
the convective and aerodynamic heat transfers (refs. l-10). 
Radiative energy transfer from the shock layer of a blunt body 
into the free stream reduces the total enthalpy of the shock layer 
while increasing the enthalpy of the free-stream gases. Because 
of this increase in enthalpy, the entire flow field ahead of the 
shock layer and around the body is influenced significantly. The 
precursor flow region is considered to be the region ahead of a 
shock wave in which the flow field parameters have been changed 
from free-stream conditions due to absorption of radiation from 
the incandescent shock layer. Most of the radiative energy trans- 
ferred from the shock layer into the cold region ahead of the 
shock is lost to infinity unless it is equal to or greater than 
the energy required for dissociation of the cold gas. When the 
photon energy is greater than the dissociation energy, it is 
strongly absorbed by the cold gas in the ultraviolet continuum 
range. The absorbed energy dissociates and ionizes the gas, and 
this results in a change of flow properties in the precursor 
region. In particular, the temperature and pressure of the gas 
is increased while velocity is decreased. The change in flow 
properties of the precursor region, in turn, influences the flow 
characteristics within the shock layer itself. The problem, 
therefore, becomes a coupled one, and iterative methods are 
required for its solution. 
Only a limited number of analyses on radiation-induced pre- 
cursor flow are available in the literature. Works available 
until 1968 are discussed, in detail, by Smith (ref. 11). By 
employing the linearized theory of aerodynamics, Smith investi- 
gated the flow in the precursor region of a reentry body in the 
Earth's atmosphere. The cases of plane, spherical, and cylin- 
drical point sources were considered, and solutions were obtained 
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for a range of altitudes and free-stream conditions. It was 
found that for velocities exceeding 18 km/s, precursor flow 
effects are greatest at altitudes between 30 and 46 km. It 
was further concluded that preheating of air may cause an 
order of magnitude increase in the static pressure and tempera- 
ture ahead of the shock wave for velocities exceeding 15 km/s. 
In a preliminary study, Tiwari and Szema (ref. 12) investigated 
the change in flow properties ahead of the bow shock of a 
Jovian entry body resulting from the absorption of radiation 
from the shock layer. The analysis was done by employing the 
small perturbation technique of classical aerodynamics as well 
as the thin layer approximation for the precursor region. By 
employing appropriate thermodynamic and spectral data for the 
hydrogen/helium atmosphere, variations in precursor region flow 
quantities (velocity, pressure, density, temperature, and enthalpy) 
were calculated by the two entirely different methods. For Jovian 
entry conditions, one-dimensional results obtained by the two 
methods were found to be in good agreement for the range of 
parameters considered. It was found that preheating of the gas 
significantly increases the static pressure and temperature ahead 
of the shock for entry velocities exceeding 35 km/s. It was con- 
cluded that for certain combinations of entry speeds and altitudes 
of entry, the precursor effects cannot be ignored while analyzing 
flows around Jovian entry bodies. Specifically, it was seen that 
at an altitude of 95 km, the precursor effects are important for 
entry velocities greater than 35 km/s. 
In the analyses of most shock-layer flow phenomena, the con- 
tribution of radiation-induced precursor effects usually is neg- 
lected. However, a limited number of analyses which include this 
effect are available in the literature. Lasher and Wilson (refs. 
13, 14) investigated the level of precursor absorption and its 
resultant effect on surface radiation heating for the Earth's 
entry conditions. They concluded that, for velocities less than 
18 km/s, precursor heating effects are relatively unimportant in ' 
determining the radiative flux reaching the surface. At velocities 
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greater than 18 km/s, the amount of energy loss from the shock 
layer and resultant precursor-heating correction was found to 
be significantly large. Liu (refs. 15, 16) also investigated 
the influence of upstream absorption by cold air on the stag- 
nation region, shock layer radiation. The thin layer approxi- 
mation was applied to both the shock layer and the preheating 
zone (the precursor region). The problem was formulated for 
the inviscid flow over smooth blunt bodies, but the detailed 
calculations were carried out only for the stagnation region. 
The general results were compared with results of two approxi- 
mate formulations. The first approximate formulation neglects 
the upstream influence, and the second one essentially uses the 
iterative procedure described by Lasher and Wilson (refs. 13, 
14). The results are compared for different values of a 
radiation/convection parameter. A few other works, related to 
the effects of upstream absorption by air on the shock-layer 
radiation, are discussed by Liu (refs. 15, 16). Some works on 
precursor ionization for air as well as hydrogen/helium 
atmosphere are presented in references 17 through 21. 
The first purpose of this study is to investigate the flow 
properties in the entire precursor region ahead of a Jovian 
entry body. To accomplish this, the precursor region is assumed 
to be thin, and the flow in this region is considered to be 
inviscid. In this respect, therefore, the proposed study may 
appear as an extension of the analysis presented in reference 12. 
Next, it is proposed to investigate the influence of changes in 
the precursor region flow properties on the entire shock-layer 
flow phenomena. The flow in the shock layer is considered to be 
viscous and in chemical equilibrium. The solutions of the 
governing viscous shock-layer equations are obtained by employing 
the numerical procedures outlined in reference 9 and 22. It 
should be emphasized again that the flow phenomena in the shock 
and precursor regions are coupled, and iterative procedures are 
needed for finding solutions. In this respect the proposed 
investigation differs from the analysis presented in reference 12. 
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The basic formulation of the problem is presented in section 
2. Radiation absorption models and radiative flux equations are 
given in section 3. The data required for finding the solutions 
of the governing equations are given in section 4, and the 
solution methods are presented in section 5. The results are 
obtained for the Jupiter's entry conditions and for an entry 
body which is a 45O hyperboloid. Precursor as well as shock- 
layer results are discussed in section 6. 
2. BASIC FORMULATION 
The physical model and coordinate system for a Jovian entry 
body are shown in figure 2.1. The entire flow field ahead of the 
body can be divided essentially into three regions: the free 
stream, the precursor region, and the shock layer. The flow 
properties are considered to be uniform at large distances from 
the body. In this section, basic governing equations and the 
boundary conditions are presented for the precursor as well as 
shock-layer regions. 
2.1. Precursor Region 
In this region, the flow is considered to be steady and 
inviscid. With reference to the coordinate system shown in figure 
2.1, the governing equations for an axisymmetric flow can be 
written as (refs. 12, 23) 
Mass continuity: 
(a/ad (pur) + (a/an) (pvxr) = 0 
Momentum: 
p["(au/as) + xv(aU/an) - Kuv] + (ap/as) = 0 






P [ (U/X) (aH/as) + v(aH/an) 1 + (Xr)-' [ (a/an) (XrqR) 1 = 0 (2.4) 
Species continuity: 
P [h/2i) (accc/as) + dayJan) I - Ka = 0 (2.5) 
where K = K(s) = l/Rs, X = 1 + Kn. It should be noted that, 
according to the notations used in figure 2.1, all quantities 
appearing in the above equations should have a prime superscript 
(i.e., u’, v’, p’, HI, etc.), and all physical coordinates 
should have a superscript * (i.e., s*, n*, r*, etc.). 
However, for the sake of clarity, these notations have been 
omitted from the equations. 
If the precursor region is assumed to be thin, then one can 
make the approximation that (n/Rs) << 1, (a/as), (a/an), and ~~ 
is not a function of n. In this case, X = 1, and equations 
(2.1) through (2.5) reduce to 
(a/an) (PV) = 0 (2.6) 
pv(au/an) = 0 (2.7) 
pv(av/an) + (ap/an) = 0 (2.8) 
pv(aH/an) + (ag,/an) = 0 (2.9) 
pv(acJan) - K~ = 0 (2.10) 
The boundary conditions for this region are the free-stream 
conditions and the conditions at the outer edge of the shock. 
For the coupled precursor/shock-layer flow phenomena, the boundary 
conditions at the outer edge of the shock are obtained through 
iterative procedures. 
2.2. Shock-Layer Region 
In this region, the conditions for which the present analysis 
is carried out are that the flow is axisymmetric, steady, laminar, 
and compressible. It is further assumed that the gas is in the 
local thermodynamic and chemical equilibrium, and that the tangent 
slab approximation is valid for radiative transport. For this 
region, the viscous shock-layer equations presented in references 
9 and 22 are a set of equations that are valid uniformly through- 
out the shock layer. The methods of obtaining these equations are 
discussed in detail in the those references. First the conservation 
equations are written for both the inviscid and the boundary-layer 
regions in the body-oriented coordinate system. Then these equa- 
tions are nondimensionalized in each of the two flow regions with 
variables which are of order one. Terms in the resulting sets of 
equations are retained up to second order in the inverse square 
root of Reynolds number. Upon combining these two sets of 
equations so that terms up to second order in both regions are 
retained, a set of equations uniformly valid to second order in 
the entire shock layer is obtained. The nondimensional form of 
the viscous shock-layer equations that are applicable in the 
present case can be written as 
Continuity: 
wax) [( r + y cos 8)pu + (ajay) (1 + YK) (r + y 
xc0s0)pv =o 1 
x-momentum: 





i + YK ax ay 1 + YK + 1 -t YK 8X 
= E2 au - 











* + pKU2V 
w 1 + yK 
(2.13) 
=E hiJi + & (Pr - 1)u e 
!lKU2 
l+yK + 1 ( 1 :yK + cos 8 r + y cos f3 
hiJi + +r (PZ - 1)u $$ - ,p:u;, - 
i=l II [ 
+q + cos 8 r )I (2.14) 
where H = h + u2/2. 
The terms used to nondimensionalize the above equations are defined 
as 
x = x*/R; v = v*/v* 03 
y = y*/R* n P = P*/.PE 
r = r*/R; lJ = F(*/lqef 
K = K*/(~.I c* 1 ref pm cP = cp& 
qR = sy (Pzvy> %ef = i* (v~'/c;,, 
h = h*/Vz2 K = K*/R;: 




p = P*/(Py~2) 
T = T*Cpm/V*2 03 
u = u*/vz 





L = ij p*C*D?./K* P 17 
(2.15) 
(concl'd.) 
In equation (2.141, Ji represents the mass flux relative 
to the mass average velocity and is given by the expression 
(refs. 24, 25) 
Ji = - (p/Pr) iK(aCK/aY) + &y/T) (aT/ay) 1 (2.16a) 
where 
I 





Abj, = Lei - (Mi/M) LeiK + [‘-(Mi/MK)I ,:$lLeijCj 
The last term in equation (16a) represents the contribution of 
thermal diffusion. The quantity Le.. 
13 
represents the multi- 
component Lewis number, and L.. represents the binary Lewis 
Semenov numbers; both are defi:zd in equation (2.15). If thermal 
diffusion can be neglected and L.. can be taken as constant 
17 
for all species, then equation (2.16a) reduces to 
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Ji = - (?J/Pr)Lij (aCi/aY) (2.16b) 
In the present study, use is made of equation (2.16b), and the 
value for L.. 
iJ 
is taken to be 1.1 (ref. 26). 
The expression for the equation of state for a hydrogen/ 
helium mixture is given by Zobi et al. (ref. 27) as 
T" = CT[(p*/1013250)E/(p*/0.001292)K] (2.17a) 
H* = CH[(p*/1013250)m/(~*/0.001292)nl (RTo/M) (2.17b) 
where 
K = 0.65206 - 0.04407 Rn(XH2) 
R = 0.67389 - 0.04637 Rn(XH2) 
m = 0.95252 - 0.1447 Rn(XH2) 
n = 0.97556 - 0.16149 Rn(X H2) 
Ut = Vo3 sin 8[1 + 0.7476(1-XH2)] 
CTU = -545.37 + 61.608 ut - 22459 u; + o-o3gg22 "5 
- 0.00035148 U; + 0.0000012361 U; 
CHU - 5.6611 - 0.52661 Ut + 0.020376 Ut - 0.00037861 U: 
+ 0.0000034265 LJ; - 0.000000012206 U; 
cT = CTU + 61.2(1 - XH2) 
cH = CHU - 0.3167(1 - XHg) 
13 
and 'HP represents the mole fraction of HP. 
The set of governing equations presented above has a 
hyperbolic/parabolic nature. The hyperbolic nature enters 
through the normal momentum equation. If the shock layer is 
assumed to be thin, then the normal momentum equation can be 
expressed as 
PU2K/(l ? YK) = (aP/aY) (2.18) 
If equation (2.13) is replaced with equation (2.18), then the 
resulting set of equations is parabolic. These equations can, 
therefore, be solved by using numerical procedures similar to 
those used in solving boundary-layer problems (refs. 9, 22). 
In order to solve the above set of governing equations, it 
is essential to specify appropriate boundary conditions at the 
body surface and at the shock. At the body surface, the no-slip 
boundary conditions are used in this study. Thus, the following 
conditions are imposed at the body surface: 
u=v=o (2.19) 
T=T b = constant (2.20) 
The conditions in front of the shock are obtained from the 
solution of the precursor region flow field. The conditions 
immediately behind the shock are obtained by using the Rankin- 
Hugoniot relations. The nondimensional form of the shock 





U;- = cos a (2.22) 
PS- 
= p,+ + sin2 a[1 - (l/ps-) 1 (2.23) 
Energy: 
hS- = hs+ 
+ [sin2 (a/2) 1 11 - (l/P.$) 1 (2.24) 
Note that in the above equations u: and % represent the 
velocity components in the shock-oriented coordinate system. 
The relations for us and vs in the body-oriented coordinate 
system can be obtained from 
u =u 
S 
J sin(a + B) + v; cos(a + 6) (2.25) 
v z-u 
S 
s cos(a + 6) + VA sin(a + 6) (2.26) 
The governing equations and the boundary conditions pre- 
sented in the above two subsections essentially describe the 
flow field in the precursor/shock-layer regions. In the next 
two sections appropriate relations for the radiative flux, 
thermodynamic and transport properties, and equilibrium composi- 
tion of the gas will be presented. 
3. RADIATION MODELS 
An appropriate expression for the radiative flux qR is 
needed for the solution of the energy equation presented in the 
previous section. This requires a suitable transport model and 
a meaningful spectral model for variation of the absorption 
coefficient of the gas. In this section, appropriate expressions 
for the spectral and total radiative flux are given and informa- 
tion on the spectral absorption by the hydrogen/helium gas is 
presented. 
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3.1. Radiative Flux Equations 
The equations for radiative transport, in general, are 
integral equations which involve integration over both frequency 
spectrum and physical coordinates. In many physically realistic 
problems, the complexity of the three-dimensional radiative 
transfer can be reduced by introduction of the "tangent slab 
approximation." This approximation treats the gas layer as a 
one-dimensional slab in calculation of the radiative transport. 
Radiation in directions other than normal to either the body or 
shock is neglected in Comparison. Discussions on the validity 
of this approximation for planetary entry conditions are given 
in references 28 to 32. 
As mentioned earlier, the tangent slab approximation for 
radiative transfer is used in this study. It should be pointed 
out here that the tangent slab approximation is used only for 
the radiative transport and not for other flow variables. For 
a nonscattering medium and diffuse nonreflecting bounding surfaces, 
a one-dimensional expression for the spectral radiative flux is 
given by (refs. 33, 34): 
qRvhv) = 2 r E~[B~(O)E+) - Bv(~oU)Es('rov - ~~,)l 
TV 
Tov 
+s Bv(t)E2(Tv - t)dt -$ (3.1) 
0 









E,(t) =J'exp(- t/u) 1-ln-2 dl.l 
0 
BV = W3/c2) [eXp(hv/KT) - 11 
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The quantities B, (0) and Bv (=ov) represent the radiosities 
of the body surface and shock respectively. 
The expression of total radiative flux is given by 
co 
'R =. s qRv (TV) d V (3.2) 
To obtain specific relations for the total radiative flux for 
the precursor and shock-layer regions, it is essential to know 
the spectral absorption characteristics of the absorbing-emitting 
species in these regions. 
In the precursor region, the radiative contribution from 
the free stream usually is neglected. For a diffuse, nonreflecting 
shock front, the expression for one-dimensional radiative flux 
for this region is obtained from equations (3.1) and (3.2) as 
qR(n) = 2 sm (qv (0) Es (Kvn) 
0 
a, 
+ TiKv s Bv(T)Rz[kv(n - n')ldn'}dv (3.3) 
0 
where qv(0) = E~ITB~(T~). In obtaining the above equation it was 
assumed that the absorption coefficient 
KV 
is independent of 
position. 
The information on the spectral absorption model for hydrogen/ 
helium species in the precursor region is given in reference 12 
and is briefly discussed in subsection 3.2. The model essentially 
consists of approximating the actual absorption of active species 
by three different step models. For this model, equation (3.3) 
can be expressed as (ref. 12): 
17 
v . 
qR b-d = HIT; (15/~')q(0)E3(Kin)S2' [v3/ (eV - 1)ldv 
i=l vii 
n "2i 
+ ~~~ Ez[Ki(n - n')] $ ~~(T)$dn' 
0 vii 
(3.4) 
where v = hv/KTs and q(0) = Katz. In writing the above equation 
it has been assumed that the shock front radiates in the pre- 
cursor zone as a gray body. 
In the shock layer, the radiative energy from the bow 
shock usually is neglected in comparison to the energy absorbed 
and emitted by the gas layer. This implies that the transparent 
shock front does not absorb but emits radiation. The expression 
for the net radiative flux in the shock layer, therefore, is given 
by 




-J B, (t) E2 (t 




In this equation, the first two terms on the right represent 
the radiative energy transfer towards the bow shock while the 
third term represents the energy transfer towards the body. 
Upon denoting these contributions by qi and - qR' equation 
(3.5a) can be written as 
qR = s; - 9;; (3.5b) 
A few spectral models for absorption by the hydrogen/ 
helium species in the shock layer have been proposed in the 
literature (refs. 35 to 37). For Jovian entry conditions, 
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the absorption by helium usually is neglected. The spectral 
absorption of hydrogen species was represented by a 58-step 
model by Sutton (ref. 36) and was approximated by a 30-step 
model by Tiwari and Subramanian (ref. 37). The results of these 
step models are compared with the detailed model of Nicolet (ref. 
35) in reference 37. The 58-step model proposed by Sutton is 
employed in this study. The details of radiative absorption and 
computational procedure are given in references 36 and 37. The 
information on spectral absorption by this model is summarized 
in subsection 3.2. In essence, the step model replaces the 
frequency integration in equation (3.5) by a summation over 
58 different frequency intervals. In each interval, the 
absorption coefficient is taken to be independent of frequency. 
For this model, equation (3.5) can be expressed as 
qR 
I 
+ j-Y~v(S)Bv(E)E2 a,, (y’)dy’ dE 
0 1 
av (y’ )dy’ (3.6) 
where y, denotes the shock location and N represents the 
number of spectral intervals. In each of the jth intervals, 
the absorption coefficient is assumed constant while the Planck 
function is not. In accordance with equation (3.5b), equation 
(3.6) can be expressed in terms of qi and q;;, and for a 
gray body one finds 
N 
q;(Y) = (4rh/c2) c 
j=l 
&F(vj rT,).E s clvj (Y')dY' 1 
+ (KT/h)' F(v~,T)~~~ (S)E2 (3.7a) 
0 
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q;(Y) = - 
x dy' (3.7b) 
where 
'j2 
F(vj,Tw) =$ {v3/[exp(hv/KTw) - l])dv 
‘jl 
V. 
F(Vj,T) =$ '2CvS/Eexp(v) - llldv, v = hv/KT 
vj 1 
From the knowledge of the temperature distribution normal 
to the body, equations (3.7) can be solved by numerical integration 
over frequency and space. The final temperature profile is 
obtained through an iterative procedure. Use of equations (3.7) 
is made in obtaining the radiative flux towards the body and shock 
as well as the net radiative flux. 
For evaluation of the radiative flux, usually it is essential 
to express the exponential integrals En (t) in simpler approximate 
forms. Quite often, these integrals are approximated by 
appropriate exponential functions (refs. 33, 34). In this study 
it was established that better results are obtained if the 
exponential integrals are expressed in series form for small and 
large arguments. The series expansion of the exponential integral 
of first order is given as 
For t < 1: 
t2 t3 El(t) = - 0.5772 - Rn t + t - - + - 
2(2)! 3(3)! +-.- (3.8a) 
For t > 1: 
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a0 + alt + a2t2 + ast3 + t4 
El(t) = exp(-t) 
I 
(3.8b) 
t(bo + bit + b2t2 + bst3 + t4) 
I - 
where 
a0 = 0.26777343 bo = 3.958469228 
al = 8.63476089 bl = 21.09965309 
a2 = 18.059016973 
a3 = 8.57322874 
bz = 25.63295614 
b3 = 9.5733223454 
Relations for exponential integrals of higher order are obtained 
by employing the recursion relations given in reference (34). 
3.2. Radiation Absorption Model 
Appropriate spectral models for gaseous absorption are needed 
for solutions of the radiative flux equations. Information on 
spectral absorption by the precursor and shock-layer species is 
presented in this subsection. 
3.2.1. Spectral absorption model for precursor reqion: - In 
the precursor region, the photoionization absorption coefficient 
is a continuous nonzero function of photon energy (because of 
bound-free transition) for all values of photon energy that exceed 
the ionization potential of the atom. Similar remarks apply to 
the photodissociation and radiative recombination. A critical 
review of ultraviolet photoabsorption cross sections for molecules 
of astrophysical and aeronomic interest, available in the litera- 
ture up to 1971, is given by Hudson (ref. 38). Specific infor- 
mation on photoionization and absorption coefficient of molecular 
hydrogen is available in references 38 to 44. 
Photoionization and absorption cross sections of HP, as 
obtained from references 38 to 44, are plotted in figure 3.1. 
From this figure it is evident that the ionization continuum 
starts at about 804 i and continues towards lower wavelengths. 
Between the wavelengths of 600 i and 804 i, the absorption cross 
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section for the ionization continuum is included in the total 
absorption (i.e., absorption due to ionization as well as 
dissociation). For wavelengths below 600 i, however, the 
ionization continuum absorption is equal to the total absorption. 
The total absorption cross section for the continuum range 
below 804 i can be closely approximated by the two rectangles 
(I and II) shown in the figure with broken lines. The ratio of 
the ionization cross section to the total absorption cross- 
section (i.e., the value of YI) is taken to be unity for 
rectangle I and 0.875 for rectangle II. For wavelengths greater 
than 804 i (where hv is below ionization energy), the value 
yI is taken to be zero. Little information is available in 
the literature on the absorption cross section for dissociation 
of HZ molecules. There is strong evidence, however, that 
photodissociation starts at about 2600 i and continues towards 
lower wavelengths to about 750 i (refs. 39 to 41). There are 
also a few diffuse bands in this spectral range (refs. 39, 41). 
Thus, it becomes difficult to evaluate the absorption cross 
section in this spectral range. For this study, the absorption 
cross section in the spectral range between 804 i and 2600 i was 
approximated by rectangle 111. The specific values of 0 (VI 
for the three rectangles are found to be oI(v) = 4.1 E-18, 
cII(v) = 8.2 E-18, and oIII(v) = 2.1 E-18. The value of yD is 
taken to be zero for rectangle I and 0.125 for rectangle II. The 
numerical procedure for employing this model in the radiative 
flux equations is discussed in detail in reference 12 and is 
summarized in section 5. 
3.2.2. Spectral absorption model for shock layer: - As 
mentioned earlier, the 58-step model proposed by Sutton (ref. 36) 
for spectral absorption by the hydrogen species in the shock 
layer is employed in this study. For atomic hydrogen, all three 
transitions (bound-bound, bound-free, and free-free) are 
considered. The total absorption of the jth step is a Summation 
of the average absorption for the ith transitions in the jth 
step, i.e., 
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;; j =q Kij 
K.. = ‘j+*’ ’ 
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= f(T,Ni,v) (3.9c) 
where Ni represents the number density in cmB3. 
For the free-free transition, the absorption coefficient 
is calculated by 
H 
Kff = (2.61E 
- 35)NeNH+/(v3T1'2) (3.10) 
The absorption coefficient for bound-free transitions is 
calculated by employing two separate relations as 
H 
Kbf = (1.99E - 14) (NH/v')5 (l/n;) exp(Cl), nR=l 
lfnRL4 
H 
'bf = (6.31E - 20) (TNH/v3) exp(C2) exp(C31, 
5 -c nil - f nR,max 
where 
cl = (-157780/T) [l - (l/n;)] 
cp = (-157780/T) (1 - 8/13.6) 
c3 = [(157780/T)(1/25 - 6/13.6)1 - 1 
6 = (1.79E - 5) (Nz/7)/(~1'7) 
(3.11a) 
(3.11b) 
In the above equations, nk represents the principal quantum 
numbers, rS is the reduction in ionization potential in eV, 
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and the values 157780 and 13.6 are the ionization potential in 
OK and eV respectively. 
The bound-bound transitions are included for principle 
quantum numbers up to five. The absorption coefficient is 
calculated by using the relation 
H 
Kbb = SL(V) (3.12) 
where S is the line strength and L(V) is the line shape 
factor. The line strength is given by the relation 
S = (1.10~ - 16)fniNH exp[(-157780/T) (1 - l/n;)] (3.13) 
The line shape factor is given by the relation 
L(v) = y/{lTry2 + (v - voJ21) (3.14) 
where v. is the frequency at the line center and c1 is 
the line half-width, and these are given by 
V 
0 
= 13.6[(l/ni) - (l/n:)] (3.15) 
Y = a[l.O5E 15(nt - ni)N, 2/3] (3.16) 
The constant a in the above equation is taken to be 0.642 
for the first line and unity for the remaining lines. 
The absorption coefficients for the free-free and bound- 
free transitions of the negative hydrogen are 
K:f = (6.02E - 3 9 ) NHNe/v 3 (3.17) 
KEf = (2.893 - 17)(B4 - 4fi3 + 3.64S2 + 0.73S)NH- (3.18) 
where (3 = 1.502/v. The threshold for the bound-free transi- 
tion of H- is 0.757 eV. 
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The absorption coefficient for molecular hydrogen in the 
jth step is obtained in accordance with equation (3.9) and is 
expressed as 
‘,H2 
3 = fj (T)NH2 
(3.19) 
where fj (T) is dependent on the particular step. The molecular 
bands cover the steps from 7 to 17 eV. 
Further details on constructing the step-function model and 
utilizing it in the radiative flux equations are given in 
references 36 and 37. 
4. PHYSICAL CONDITIONS AND DATA SOURCE 
For this study, the entry body is considered to be a 45" 
hyperboloid blunt body which enters the Jovian atmosphere at a 
zero degree angle of attack. The body nose radius, q, is 
taken to be 23 cm. The body surface is assumed to be gray having 
a surface emittance of 0.8, and the surface temperature is taken 
to be uniform at 4,000 OK. 
4.1. Free-Stream Conditions 
Information on Jupiter's atmospheric conditions are avail- 
able in reference 45, and some of these are illustrated in 
figure 4.1. For different altitudes of entry, the free-stream 
conditions used in this study are given in reference 12 and are 
summarized in table 4.1. The free-stream atmospheric composi- 
tion is assumed to be 85 percent hydrogen and 15 percent helium 
by mole fraction. The temperature of the atmosphere is taken 
to be constant at 145 OK, and the free-stream enthalpy is given 
by the relation Hm = 1.527 RTEo. The number density of hydrogen 
can be calculated by the relation 
NH2 




is the mole fraction of HP and P, has units of 
N/m2. 
Table 4.1. Altitudes of entry and free-stream 
conditions for Jovian entry. 
Z v, PC.0 Ten PC0 P,q 
km cm/set g/cm' K dync/cm2 
116 3.90936 4.653-7 145 2.44~3 2.777~13 
143 4.51736 1.273-7 145 6.6632 1.17E13 
190 4.736~6 1.333-8 145 69 1.412~12 
225 4.756~6 2.503-g 145 13 2.69311 
261 4.758~6 4.533-10 145 2.38 4.879310 
.._ i" _ -.~.- 
4.2. Gaseous Composition of Precursor 
and Shock-Layer Regions 







- ~~.. -. , _ 
is, of 
course, the free-stream composition. Absorption of high intensity 
radiation from the shock, however, produces H, Ht, and electrons 
in the precursor region as a result of photodissociation and 
photoionization. Any other species which may be produced usually 
are neglected. Thus, the precursor gas is considered to be a 
+ mixture of HP, He, H, HZ, and e-. Further information on pro- 
duction of these species in the precursor region is available 
in reference 12. 
The shock-layer gas is assumed to be in chemical equilibrium 
and is taken to be a mixture of eight chemical species, Hz, H, 
H+, H-, He, HL, He++, and e-. The number density of these 
species are obtained by considering five chemical reactions as 
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1. H2 2 2H 
2. H zH++e- 
3. He zHe++e- 
4. He+zHe+++e- 
5. H- zH+e- 
In general, these reactions can be expressed by 
c a.A. 11 = C biBi 
(4.2a) 
(4.2b) 
The number densities (particle/m3) are related to the equilibrium 




The equilibrium constants are calculated from the species partition 
function, and for the five chemical reactions they are found to 
be (ref. 36) 
Rn K1 = 52.2042 + 0.5 Rn T 
+ Rn[l - exp(-6331/T)] - 51964/T 
Rn K2 = 35.4189 + 1.6 Rn T - 157810/T 
Rn K3 = 36.8052 + 1.5 Rn T - 285287/T 
Rn K4 = 35.4189 + 1.5 Rn T - 631310/T 
Rn K = 36.8052 + 1.5 Rn T - 8750/T (4.4) 
The conservation equations for the hydrogen and helium 
nuclei and charge are 
NH + 2NH2 + NH+ + NH- = N; (4.5) 
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NHe + NHe+' 
0 
+ NHe++ + NHe 
NH+ + NHe+ +..-2NHe++ - NH- = N,- 
The number densities of the hydrogen and helium nuclei are 
calculated by 
0 
NH = 2xH2 (Aop/Mo) 
0 







= 2.016~~~ + 4.003~~~ 
In the above equations, A0 represents the Avogadro's constant, 
P is the mixture density in g/cm3, xH2 is the mole fraction 
of molecular hydrogen, and XHe is the mole fraction of helium. 
The solution procedure for obtaining the eight unknown 
number densities is discussed in reference 36. The closed-form 
solutions are obtained by solving equation (4.3) for each reaction 
independently. This is accomplished by setting the appropriate 
values in equations (4.5) to (4.7) to zero if the species are 
not present in the reaction. The closed-form solutions for the 




= (N0,/2) + (K1/8) [(l + 8Ni/K1)l'~ - 11 (4.10) 
H+: NH+ = (K/2)[(1 + ~N;,'Kz)~'~ - l] (4.11) 
H: NH 
= N; - 2N 
H2 






-. e . 
H-: 
NH; = (D1/2) [(l + 4K3NHe O /D:F2 - 11, 
D1 = K3 + NH+ 
N Fe = (Dz/2)t(l + 4K$e/D~) 2 112 - 11 I 
D2 
0 = K4 + NH + NHe 
NHe 
0 
= NHe - NHe + NH&+ 
Ne- = NH+ + N + + 2NH-&+ He 
NH- = NHNe-/KS 
4.3 Thermodynamic and Transport Properties 




free energy, and transport properties for viscosity and thermal 
conductivity are required for each species considered in different 
flow regimes. For the precursor zone as well as shock layer, 
the general expression for total enthalpy, specific enthalpy, 
and specific heat at constant pressure are given respectively by 
HT = h + (u2 + v2)/2 (4.18) 
h = c xihi = C (Ca/Ma)ha 
C p = C xicpi 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
However, specific relations for h and C 
P 
for the two regions 
are quite different. 
For the precursor region, the relation for the specific 
enthalpy is obtained by following the procedure described by 
Smith (ref. 1) as 
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h= 1.4575RT + (0.75RT + D)CH + (1.25RT + I/2)CHt (4.21) 
where D and I represent the dissociation and ionization 
energy respectively, and their values are available in 
reference 40. 
The derivation of equation (4.21) essentially follows from 
the consideration of equation (4.19). If it is assumed that the 
internal energy of each particle can be described only by 
translational and rotational modes, then the relation for specific 
enthalpy of each species can be expressed as 
h He = $ RT + p/p = 4 RT 
hH2 =+RT+ 4 RT + p/p + I = ; RT 
-zRT+ hH; - 2 5 RT + p/p + I = $RT+I 
hH = $ RT + p/p +.D = ~RT+D 
Also, from the conservation of charged particles one can 
write 
‘el”e = ‘H+/%+ 
2 2 
Now , for 85 percent HP and 15 percent He on volume basis (or 
76 percent HZ and 24 percent He on mass basis), equation (4.19) 
is written as 
30 
I 
x(Ca/Ma)ha= (0.26/4) (5RT/2) f I(O.74 - CHt - cH)/2] (7RT/2) 
+ [(5RT/2 + D)]C, + (7RT/2 + I) (cRt/2) 
+ (5RT/2) KHz/21 
A simplification of the above equation results in equation (4.21). 
In the shock region, equations (4.19) and (4.20) are used 
to calculate h and C 
P' 
With xi representing the mole 
fraction of the ith species, the expressions for hi and C 
pi 
are found from references 46 and 47 as 
hi = RT[al + (ap/2)T + (a3/3)T2 + (a4/4)T3 
+ (a5/5)T4 + atj/Tl (4.22) 
C 
Pi 
= R(al + a2T + a3T2 + a4T3 + aST4 (4.23) 
where R is the universal gas constant (= 1.98726 Cal/mole -K) 
and T is the local fluid temperature in K. For different 
species, values of the constants al, a2, . . . a6 are given in 
reference 47, and for species under present investigation they are 
listed in table 4.2. It should be pointed out here that in this 
study, instead of employing equation (2.17b), equations (4.18), 
(4.19) I and (4.22) are used to calculate the enthalpy variation 
in the shock layer. This is because slightly better results are 
obtained by using the above set of equations. 
For the shock-layer gas, the mixture viscosity and thermal 
conductivity are obtained by using the seti-empirical formulas 




Table 4.2. Coefficient for evaluation of the specific heat at constant 










2.5 0 0 0 0 2.5471623+4 > 300 
2.5 0 0 0 0 2.5471623+4 > 1,000 
2.475164 7.366387E-5 -2.537593E-a 2.3866743-12 4.5514313-17 2.5236263+4 > 6,000 
3.057445 2.676520E-3 -5.809916E-6 5.521039E-9 - -1.812273E-12 -9.aa9047E+2 F 300 
3.10019 5.1119463-4 5.2644213-a -3.4909973-11 3.694534E-15 -8.7738043+2 > 1,000 
3.363 4.656000E-4 -5.127000E-a 2.a02000E-12 4.905000E-17 -1.01a000Et3 > 6,000 
2.5 0 0 0 0 1.8403343+5 > 300 
2.5 0 0 0 0 1.8403343+5 > 1,000 
2.5 0 0 0 0 1.a403343t5 > 6,000 
2.5 0 0 0 0 -7.453749Et2 > 300 
2.5 0 0 0 0 -7.453749w2 > 1,000 
2.5 0 0 0 0 -7.4537493+2 > 6,000 
2.5 0 0 0 0 2.853426Et5 > 300 
2.5 0 0 0 0 2.8534263+5 > 1,000 
2.5 0 0 0 0 2.8534263+5 > 6,000 
2.5 0 0 0 0 -7.4537493+2 > 300 
2.5 0 0 0 0 -7.4537493+2 > 1,000 
2.508 -6.3320003-6 1.364000E-9 -1.0940003-13 2.934000E-ia -7.450000Et2 > 6,000 
Coefficients 
~ =i~~rxi~-i/(CN xj9ij)l 
j=l 





9 ij = [l + (ui/pj)li2 (~~/~~)~/~l~/Ifl[l + (Mi/Mj)l11'2 
and M. 1 is the molecular weight of species i. For hydrogen/ 
helium species, specific relations for viscosity and thermal 
conductivity are given in references 49 and 50. The viscosity 
of HP and He, as a function of temperature, can be obtained from 
reference 49 as 
‘Hn 
= (0.66 x 10m6) (Tj312/(~ + 70.5) (4.26) 
'He = (1.55 x 10-6)(T)3'2/(T + 97.8) (4.27) 
The thermal conductivity of HP and H are obtained from reference 
50 as 
KH2 
= 3.212 x 1O-5 + (5.344 x lo-')T (4.28) 
KH = 2.496 x 1O-5 + (5.129 X lo-')T (4.29) 
The viscosity of H and thermal conductivity of He are obtained 
from the relation between viscosity and thermal conductivity 
of monatomic gases as given in reference 48 by 
K = (15/4) (R/M)IJ (4.30) 
Very little information is available on transport properties of 
other species such as Hz, H + , e-, etc. Fortunately, transport 
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properties are important only in the boundary-layer region where 
the temperature is not high enough to produce these species. 
It should be noted that all relations presented in this 
section are expressed in dimensional form. 
5. SOLUTION PROCEDURES 
An iterative procedure has been used to couple the precursor 
and shock-layer solutions. In this method, the shock-layer 
solutions are obtained first with no consideration of precursor 
effect. From this solution, the radiative flux at the shock front 
(which influences the precursor region flow) is determined. By 
employing this value of the radiative flux, different precursor 
region variables are calculated through use of equations (2.6) 
through (2.10). Values of these flow variables are obtained 
just ahead of the bow shock, and then the Rankine-Hugoniot 
relations are used to determine the conditions behind the shock. 
These conditions are used to obtain new shock-layer solutions 
from which a new value of the radiative flux at the shock is 
calculated. The procedure is continued until the radiative 
flux at the shock becomes invariant. 
The solution procedures for the precursor and shock-layer 
regions are described in some detail in the following subsections. 
5.1. Precursor Region Solutions 
A direct integration of equations (2.6) through (2.10) 
results in the following governing equations for the precursor 
region 
PV = P, vco (5.1) 
PC0 v&l - urn) = 0 (5.2) 




PC0 vm (H - Ha) + qR = 0 (5.4) 
PC0 vm(accl/an) - Kcr = 0 (5.5) 
In equation (5.4), H represents the total enthalpy and is 
given by a combination of equations (4.18) and (4.21). The 
expression for the radiative flux, qR, is given by equation 
(3.4). For the present application, equation (5.5) will be 
written for atomic hydrogen and hydrogen ions. By following 
the procedure outlined in reference 12 and 19 the expressions 
for species concentration are found to be 
CH = -2B4 f YD 
i=l i 
Ed (kTs)-'I(v;) 






64 = (15/n4) [q(0)ml/(pmVm)l 
V2i 
I(vi) = $ {v'/[exp(v) - l])dv 
vii 
and ml represents the weight of the H 2 molecule in grams per 
molecule. 
Note that there are nine algebraic equations to evaluate the 
nine unknowns p, v, u, p, h; H, CH, CH+. The solutions 
2 
of this set of algebraic equations are obtained by using the 
Gauss-Seidel method (ref. 51). The properties at the infinity 
are used as the first initial guess in the Gauss-Seidel method. 
The iteration is continued until all the quantities in this 
region become invariant. The flow chart of the computational 
procedure is illustrated in figures 5.1 and 5.2. 
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5.2. 'Shock-Layer Solutions 
A numerical procedure for solving the viscous shock-layer 
equations for stagnation and downstream regions is given by 
Davis (ref. 22). Moss applied this method of solution to 
reacting multicomponent mixtures in references 9 and 10. A 
modified form of this procedure is used in this study to obtain 
solutions of the viscous shock-layer equations. In this method, 
a transformation is applied to the viscous shock-layer equations 
in order to simplify the numerical computations. In this trans- 
formation most of the variables are normalized with their local 
shock values. The transformed variables are (ref. 9): 
rl = Y/Y, 
s=x 
5 = P/P, 
; = P/P, 
i = !-A, 
it = K/K 
S 
u = u/us ? = T/T, c P = c /c P Ps 
v = v/vs Ei = H/Hs (5.8) 
The transformations relating'the differential quantities are 
& ( 1 = T& $ Wy,/W & ( 1 
S 
where 
& () +” (), a2 
s an 
()=LK() 
W Y; a? 
(5.9a) 
(5.9b) 
The transformed equations can be expressed in a general form as 
a2w/an2 + alaw/aq + a2W + a3 + a,aw/ag = 0 (5.10) 
The quantity W represents ii in the x-momentum equation, T in 
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the temperature energy equation, E in the enthalpy energy equa- 
tion, and Ci in the species continuity equations. In most cases, 
the coefficients al to a4 to be used in this study are exactly 
the same as given in reference 9. However, there is one exception. 
Since radiation is included in the present study, the coefficients 
of the energy equation are different from those used in reference 
9. For example, in the enthalpy energy equation, coefficients 
al I a2, and a4 are the same as given in reference 9, but 
a3 is different, and this is given by 
P r s'ryi as= ' i ay --+ cos e Y PsiHs Y, aq r + y,rl cos 0 >I 





K cos 8 
1 + y,l-)K + r + y,n cos 8 
where 
$= lJs 
ysPrtS hi 2 + g(Pr,spr - l)$] 
Other transformed equations are the same as given in reference 9. 
(5.11) 
UsV;KbU2 
1 + YsrlK 
The surface boundary conditions in terms of transformed 
variables are 
11 = 0, G = 0, T = Tw (5.12) 
The transformed shock conditions are found to be 
ii =C=T= G=,=,=l (5.13) 
at n = 1. 
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The second order partial differential equations as expressed 
by equation (5.10), along with the surface boundary and shock 
conditions, are solved by employing an implicit finite-difference 
method. In order to obtain numerical solutions for the down- 
stream region, it is necessary to have an accurate stagnation 
streamline solution. Since the shock shape is affected by the 
downstream flow, a truncated series of shock standoff distance 
is used to develop the stagnation streamline equations. As such, 
the shock standoff distance is expressed by 
YS = Yls + Y2s e2 + --- (5.14) 
Since 5 is small and the curvature K is approximately one 
in the stagnation region, it is logical to say that (see fig. 2.1) 
B = 5 (5.15) 
Since 0 = (T/2) - 8, there is obtained 
CY = 8 + tan-l [ (anpc)/(l + KY,) 1 
= (r/2) + 6 (DY,J(l + yl,) 1 - 1) (5.16) 
By using equations (5.14) to (5.16), the shock relations 
[eqs. (2.21) - (2.26)1 can be expressed in terms of \ 
expanded variables as 
Vi- = ups-, vs- = ups- 
Ll;- = -wY2p + y,,) - 11 
U s- = + - r2Y2s/(l + Yl,) 1 (1 + l/Ps-1) 
PS- 
= P,+ + (1 - l/Ps-1 + 5q (1 - UPS--1 
l [l- 2Y,,/(l + Y,, H2) 
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In equations (5.17) through (5.21), only p, and us involve 
Y2s in the first terms of their expansions. Thus, a series 
expansion for the flow variables is assumed about the axis of 
symmetry with respect to nondimensional distance 5 near the 
stagnation streamline as 
P(E#rl) = Pl(rl) + p2ms2 + --- (5.22a) 
u(E,rl) = Ul (lj)S + --- (5.22b) 
v(5,n) = v(q) + --- (5.22~) 
P(E,rl) = PI (n) + --- (5.22d) 
T(E,n) = T1 (11) + --- (5.22e) 
u(S,n) = Pl(rl) + --- (5.22f) 
K(S,rl) = Kl(n) + --- (5.22g) 
Cp&Tl) = CPl (rl) + --- (5.22h) 
Ci&ll) = cil (rl) + --- (5.22i) 
Since y2s is a function of downstream flow, it cannot be deter- 
mined by the stagnation solutions. Thus, a value of y2.5. = 0 
is assumed initially. This assumption is removed by iterating on 
the solution by using the previous shock standoff distances to 
define Y,~. 
The new form of x-momentum and energy equations in the 6,~ 
plane can be written as 
a2w aw 
-+alz + a2W + a3 = 0 
a$ 
For x-momentum, W = 6 and coefficients al, a2r and a3 are 
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exactly the same as given in reference 9. For the enthalpy 
equation, w = z and again al and a2 are the same as defined 
in reference 9, but aa is given by 
a3 = (Pr, 1&4sH1s 1 (Pr, ,/ii-,) r (l/yls) mm-d 
+ 2~/(1 + nyls~~ + ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (6/m (5.24) 
Other stagnation streamline equations are the same as given in 
reference 9. It should be noted that at the body surface 
El = 1 and p2 = 0. 
As mentioned earlier, the governing second-order partial 
differential equations are solved by employing an implicit finite- 
difference method. For this purpose, the shock layer is considered 
as a network of nodal points with a variable grid space in the 
n-direction. The scheme is shown in figure 5.3, where m is a 
station measured along the body surface and n denotes the 
station normal to the body surface. The derivatives are converted 
to finite-difference form by using Taylor's series expansions. 
Thus, unequal space central difference equations in the n-direction 
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*) = 2 W 2 m,n+l - W 
ao2 n *rln(*rln + *rln-l) AT+&.,-~ mm 
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!$)m = mm dSWm-l,n (5.25~) 
A typical difference equation is obtained by substituting the 
above equations in equation (5.10) or (5.23) as 




An = (2 + alAnnwl)/[Ann(*on + *rlnwl)l 
~~ = - [2 - al (Arl, - ArtnBl) l/(Ar~,*o~-~) - a2 - a4/*SmDl 
'n = (2 - alAnn)/ [*rlnD1 (An, + *nnDl) 1 
Dn = a3 - a4W m-l,n'ASm-l 
Now, if it is assumed that 
W m,n = EnWm n+l + Fn , 
(5.27) 
or 
W m,n-1 =E n-lWm,n + Fn-l (5.28) 
then by substituting equation (5.28) into equation (5.26), there 
is obtained 
W m,n = [-An/(Bn + CnEn,l) lWm,n+l 
+ Wn - CnFn,l'/ (Bn + CnEn& (5.29) 
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By comparing equations (5.27) and (5.29), one finds 
En = - An/ (Bn + CnEn,l) (5.30) 
Fn = (- Dn - CnFnel)/ (Bn + CnEn,l) (5.31) 
Now, since El and F1 are known from the boundary conditions, 
En and F n can be calculated from equations (5.30) and (5.31). 
The quantities Wm n at point m, n can now be calculated from 
equation (5.27). ' 
The overall solution procedure starts with evaluation of the 
flow properties immediately behind the shock by using the 
Rankine-Hogoniot relations. With known shock and body surface 
conditions, each of the second-order partial differential equations 
are integrated numerically by using the tridiagonal formalism of 
equation (5.10) and following the procedure described by equations 
(5.26) to (5.31). As mentioned before, the solutions are obtained 
first for the stagnation streamline. With this solution providing 
the initial conditions, the solution is marched downstream to the 
desired body location. The first solution pass provides only 
an approximate flow-field solution. This is because in the first 
solution pass the thin shock-layer form of momentum equation is 
used, the StagnatiOn StrealIlline solution iS aSSued t0 be inded 
pendent of downstream influence, the term dy,/dS is equated to 
zero at each body station, and the shock angle c1 is assumed to 
be the same as the body angle 8. All these assumptions are 
removed by making additional solution passes. 
In the first solution pass, the viscous shock-layer equations 
are solved at any location m after obtaining the shock conditions 
(to establish the outer boundary conditions) from the precursor 
region solutions. The converged solutions at station m-l are 
used as the initial guess for the solutions at station m. The 
solution is then iterated locally until convergence is achieved. 
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For the stagnation streamline, guess values for dependent 
variables are used to start the solution. In the first local 
iteration, both (aypo and (aW/aE) are assumed to be zero. 
The energy equation then is integrated numerically to obtain 
a new temperature. By using this temperature, new values of 
thermodynamic and transport properties are calculated. Next, 
the x-momentum equation is integrated to find the 6 component 
of velocity. The continuity equation is used to obtain both the 
shock standoff distance and the v component of velocity. The 
pressure 5 is determined by integrating the normal momentum 
equation. The equation of state is used to determine the density. 
For example, the integration of the stagnation streamline 
continuity equation from 0 to 0 results in 
[ (1 + Y,,rl) 2PIsVlsPdV~ = (-2Yls~,su,s)A (5.32) 
where 
(5.32) 
This equation gives the v-velocity component along the stagnation 
streamline. However, integration of the continuity equation from 
n = 0 to n = 1 results in 
(1 + Y,s)2Plsvls = - 2Plsu1sy,s(B + c) (5.33) 
where 
B = .h;drl, C = y,, j- ;&q&-, 
0 0 
The shock standoff distance can be obtained from the solution of 
equation (5.33) as 
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-(2v,s + 2Bu& + [(2Vls + 2BuJ2 - 4(vls + 2culs%1 l/2 




Similarly, other quantities at the stagnation streamline are 
obtained. 
With known stagnation streamline solution and body surface 
and shock conditions, the above procedure is used to find solutions 
for any body location m. The downstream shock standoff distance 
and the v-velocity component are obtained by integrating the con- 
tinuity equation in the n-direction from 0 to 1, and 0 to n 
respectively. Integration of the continuity equation from 
n = 0 to n = 1 results in 
1 1 




= (r + y, cos 0) [Y;Psus - (1 + Y,K)P&l (5.35) 
By defining, for station m 
1 1 
Cl = cos 0 p u s s o purldq, C2 = rp u J- s s so 
pian 
and denoting the same relations by CB and CL, for station 
m-l, equation (5.35) can be expressed in terms of a difference 
equation as 
r (ClYg + C2YJm - (C3yi + c4Ys)m-+5 
= rPsusY~, + ~0s 8 P,~,Y;,Y,, - rpsvs 
- ‘PsVsKYsm - COS 8 psVsYsm - COS 8 p,V,KY;, (5.36) 
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This can be expressed in a quadratic form as 
(=I YE, + (BB)ysm + (CC) = 0 (5.37) 
where 
AA= Cl + cos BKP~v~A~ 
EB = C2 + rpsvsK*S - cos 8 psusy;Ac + cos 8 psvsA< 
cc = - [CS(Y~)~,~ + CQ(Y~)~-~ + rP,u.g& - rpsvs*Sl 
The shock standoff distance at station m is obtained from 
equation (5.37) as 
Y sm = {- (BB) + [ (BB) 2 - 4 (AA) (CC) 1 1’21/2 (AA) (5.38) 
The v-velocity component can be obtained in a similar manner. 
Integration of the continuity equation from 0 to y gives 
a rl 
ag V 
y,,(r + y,,rl ~0s 8 1 PsusPGdr, 1 
0 
+ (r + Y,, TI cos e) [(I + T)YsmK) (P&+ 
- Y,!&,nP&P~1 = 0 









(II), = (r + Ysm'l COS 8) (1 -k Y,,llK) PsVs; 
(JJ), = - (r + Y,,O cos eh$m~psusP~ 
II 
(KK) = J m 0 
Y,, (r + Y,,Q ~0s W Psus~~do 
Thus, the v-velocity component at each point on the station 
m can be obtained from equation (5.40). Other quantities at 
station m are obtained by a similar manner. As mentioned 
before, the first pass is only an approximate solution because 
of several inherent assumptions. These assumptions are removed 
by iteration in the next pass. For the subsequent solution 
passes, the shock angle and y2s are given by 
~1 = e + tan-l[yLm/(l + dye,) 1 
Y s2 = (ys3 - ysl)/4(W2 
(5.41) 
(5.42) 
The flow diagrams for computation procedure are shown in figures 
5.1, figures 5.4 to 5.8. 
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The governing equations of both the precursor and shock-layer 
regions were solved for physically realistic Jovian entry condi- 
tions. Results of the complete parametric study are presented 
in this section. First, the results are presented for quantities 
just behind the shock wave, and then a few results of flow 
variables within the shock layer are presented. Next, results 
are presented for the entire shock-precursor region. Finally, 
a few results are presented to demonstrate the influence of 
precursor heating (i.e., preheating of the gas in front of the 
shock) on different heat fluxes. 
The radiative flux from the shock layer towards the precursor 
region is found to be highest at the stagnation line shock location. 
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Results of the radiative flux from the shock front are shown in 
figure 6.1 for different altitudes of entry. As would be expected, 
precursor heating results in a higher radiative flux at the shock 
front. It is seen that the radiative flux reaches a maximum value 
for an altitude of about 116 km, and the largest precursor effect 
(PE) of about 8 percent is found to be for this altitude. This 
is a direct consequence of the free stream and entry conditions 
at this altitude. For other entry conditions (altitudes), 
precursor effects are seen to be relatively lower. 
Figure 6.2 shows the shock standoff variation with distance 
along the body surface for different entry altitudes. The shock 
standoff distance, in general, is seen to decrease with increasing 
altitudes. This is because higher entry velocities are associated 
with higher altitudes. The precursor heating results in a slight 
increase in the shock standoff distance (a maximum of about 2 
percent for z = 116 km) because the density of the shock layer is 
slightly reduced. 
The conditions just behind the shock are illustrated in 
figures 6.3 to 6.8 as a function of distance along the body for 
different entry altitudes. For z = 116 km, figure 6.3 shows that 
precursor heating increases the enthalpy by a maximum of about 
2 percent at the stagnation streamline. The change in shock 
temperature is shown in figure 6.4 for different altitudes. As 
would be expected, precursor heating results in a relatively 
higher temperature. The effect of precursor heating on the 
pressure just behind the shock is shown in figure 6.5, and it 
is seen to be very small. Since the pressure essentially remains 
unchanged, precursor heating results in a decrease in the density, 
(see fig. 6.6) mainly because of an increase in the temperature. 
Figure 6.7 shows that precursor heating has no significant 
influence on the u-velocity component, but the v-velocity is 
slightly increased (see fig. 6.8) as a result of decrease in 
the shock density. 
Variations in temperature, pressure, density, velocity, chem- 
ical species, and transport properties across the shock layer 
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are shown in figures 6.9 to 6.13 for entry conditions corresponding 
to an altitude of z = 116 km. Results presented in these figures 
are normalized by their shock values, and they show that pre- 
cursor effects are felt throughout the shock layer. Results 
presented in figures 6.9 to 6.11 for two body locations (5 = 0 
and 1) indicate the relative change in temperature, pressure,, 
density, and velocity as compared with their shock values. 
For 5 = 0, figure 6.12 shows that precursor heating slightly 
decreases the concentration (mole fraction) of atomic hydrogen 
and increases the concentration of ions and electrons throughout 
the shock layer. For the stagnation streamline, results pre- 
sented in figure 6.13 indicate that the transport properties 
(11 and K) are changed only slightly in the vicinity of the 
bow shock. 
Variations of temperature, pressure, density, and velocity 
along the stagnation streamline in the entire shock-layer/precursor 
zone are illustrated in figures 6.14 to 6.17 for different 
altitudes. Since higher entry velocities are associated with 
higher altitudes, precursor effects, in general, are found to 
be larger for higher altitudes. The results for the precursor 
region show a dramatic increase in the pressure and temperature 
but only a slight change in the density and velocity. The 
changes are largest near the shock front because a major portion 
of radiation from the shock layer gets absorbed in the immediate 
vicinity of the shock front. A complete discussion on changes 
in flow variables in the precursor region is given by Tiwari 
and Szema in reference 12. Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show that, 
in spite of a large increase in the temperature and pressure 
in the precursor region, precursor heating does not change 
the temperature and pressure distribution in the shock layer 
dramatically. The change in temperature, however, is signifi- 
cant, the maximum change occurring, as would be expected, just 
behind the shock. There is a slight change in the pressure 
near the body, but virtually no change closer to the shock. 
Figure 6.16 shows that the change in density in the shock 
layer is higher for higher altitudes and towards the shock. 
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As discussed before, precursor heating results in a slight decrease 
in the shock-layer density. Virtually no change in the u-component 
of the shock-layer velocity was found, but, as shown in figure 
6.17, the v-component is slightly increased. 
The effects of precursor heating on different heat fluxes 
in the shock layer are illustrated in figures 6.18 to 6.24. 
These results clearly demonstrate that precursor heating has a 
significant influence on increasing the heat transfer to the 
entry body. This increase essentially is a direct consequence 
of higher shock-layer temperatures resulting from the upstream 
absorption of radiation. Figures 6.18 to 6.20 show the variations 
in radiative and convective heat fluxes with distance along the 
body surface for three different altitudes. For z = 116 km, 
results illustrated in figure 6.19 reveal that the precursor 
heating results in a 7.5 percent increase in the radiative flux 
and about a 3 percent increase in the convective flux to the 
body at the stagnation point. The increase in heat transfer at 
other body locations and for other entry conditions (altitudes) 
is relatively lower. A similar conclusion can be drawn from the 
results presented in figures 6.21 to 6.23 for the radiative flux 
towards the shock and the body for two body locations (5 = 0 and 
1) and for three different entry conditions. Results of radiative 
and convective heat flux at the body (for 5 = 0) are illustrated 
in figure 6.24 for different altitudes of entry. The radiative 
flux results are seen to follow the trend exhibited in figure 
6.1 for radiation at the shock front. The convective heat flux, 
however, is seen to increase slowly with the altitude up to 
z = 131 km, and thereafter to decrease with increasing altitudes. 
The precursor effect is found to increase the radiative heating 
by a maximum of about 7.5 percent at z = 116 km and the convec- 
tive heating by 4.5 percent at z = 131 km. 
It should be emphasized here that the results presented in 
this study were obtained for carefully selected entry conditions. 
For other conditions, precursor heating may have an entirely 
different influence on flow variables in the shock layer. For 
example, if entry velocities higher than 38 km/s are considered 
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for altitudes lower than 116 km, then one would expect precursor 
heating to have a considerably greater influence on the shock 
layer flow phenomena. This, in turn, would result in higher 
radiative and convective heating of the entry body. 
. 7- CONCLUSIONS 
The main objective of this study was to investigate the 
influence of precursor heating on the entire shock-layer flow 
phenomena. For Jovian entry conditions, results were obtained 
for the precursor zone as well as the shock layer. For the pre- 
cursor region, results indicate that the temperature and pressure 
are increased significantly because of absorption of radiation 
from the shock layer, but only a slight change is noticed in 
other flow variables. In the shock layer, results of flow 
variables were obtained along the body and the bow shock and 
across the shock layer for different altitudes of entry. The 
influence of precursor heating was found to be larger at higher 
altitudes. Specific results indicate that, in most cases, pre- 
cursor heating has a maximum influence on flow variables (except 
the pressure) at the stagnation line shock location. It was 
found that while pressure essentially remains unchanged in the 
shock layer, the precursor heating results in an increase in 
the enthalpy, temperature, and v-component of velocity, and a 
decrease in the shock layer density. For the entry conditions 
considered in this study, results clearly demonstrate that pre- 
cursor heating has a significant influence on increasing the 
heat transfer to the entry body. It was found that the radiative 
heating is increased by 7.5 percent at z = 116 km and the convec- 
tive heating by 4.5 percent at z = 131 km. 
For further study, it is suggested that the precursor region 
flow phenomena be investigated without making the thin layer 
approximation. Also, it would be advisable to use different 
free-stream temperatures for different entry altitudes. In the 
shock layer, the case of chemically nonequilibrium flow should 
be included, and then the influence of precursor heating on 
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Figure 4.1. Atmospheric conditions for Jupiter's entry. 
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Figure 5-l. Flow chart for combined precursor/ 
shock-layer solution procedure. 
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SUBROUTINE PERC 
SOLVE EQ+5.1) FOR 
t 
SOLVE Ey(5.2) FOR 
t 
SOLVE EQ. (5.3) FOR 
V 
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CALL QRADIATION FOR 
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SOLVE EQ. (5.4) FOR 




Figure 5.2. Flow chart for subroutine PERC used in the 
precursor region solution procedure. 
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P ps1 = 6,~,, * 9 




PUT B s, IXTO R-H AND GET 
his, P, T 
f 
WITH p, T AND USING 
A 13 = Ci hi 
f 
DHI = H,, - h,s 
Ps.2 = D3 
t 
DH, = .DH, 
t 
D, = P 
32 
- DH,/Slop 
k J c 




DH2 - DH, 
PS2 - 352 
DH2 = HzS - h,s 
M=M+l 














CALL TRANSP FOR 
TRANSPORT PFUJPERICIES I 
3 
Ill1 * 1111 + 1 
coNvmGENcs 









INTEGRATE ENERGY EQ. 
I FROM ENERGY EQ. GET h(M,N) 
NEW GUESS 
TEMPERATURE 
I TM, N) = TgC4.N) I 




NS2 = 0 
xs2 z X(3) - NS(1) 
4E2 
I INTEGRATE EQ. (2.12) FOR r I 
+ 
INTEGRATE EQ. (5.33) POR 7 
t 
I??TEGRATE EQ. (5.34) FOR WS1 
c 
j j INTEGRATE EQ.+ (2.13) FOR P ) INTSGRATE EQ.+t2.'3) FOR p 1, 
t 
SOLVE STATE EOUATION FOR; 
t 





I N=l I 




QPP(N1 + QP(M5.N) + QPP(N) 
f 
I M5 - 1 QPl(N1 - 0 I 
INTEGRATE FOR QPl(H5.N) 
(see fig. b) 
c 
1 QPl(N) - QPl(q5.N) + QPl(N) 1 
I INTEGRATE FOR QH(N) (see fig. 5.8b) 3 
I 1 QFX(N) = 2n[QP(N) + QPl(N) + QM(NJ1 I 
Figure 5.8a. Flow chart for subroutine RADIATION for 
shock-layer solution. 
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INTEGRALS FOR SUBROUTINE RADIATION 
x = 1'"' {v"/[exp(v) - I]} dv 
vK1 













QM(N) = COF2(K,N) COF3 (K,N) E, 
0 
[l".j iN')dN'I dc$ 










150 I I I I 1 
95 105 115 125 135 
ALTITUDE (21, km 
145 
Figure 6.1. Radiation flux towards the precursor region 











0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
(=x"/ R,* 
Figure 6.2. Shock standoff distance variation with distance 












0 2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
$ = xx/ R; 
Z = 116km 
Figure 6.3. Enthalpy variation just behind the shock with 





- PRECURSOR EFFECT 
------ NO PRECURSOR EFFECT 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1-o 
v 
=x" ; 
Figure 6.4. Temperature variation just behind the shock 







PS = P/P, 
PRECURSOR EFFECT 
------- NO PRECURSOR EFFECT 
0.6) I 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 
5 = x*/R; 
0.8 1.0 
Figure 6.5. Pressure variation just behind the shock with 






-\ PRECURSOR EFFECT \ \ ----NO PRECURSOR EFFECT 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
Figure 6.6. Density variation just behind the shock with 














I I 1 
PRECURSOR EFFECT 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
5 = x*/s 
Figure 6.7. Variation of u-velocity component just behind 
the shock with distance along the body surface. 
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0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
$ =x*/R; 
Figure 6.8. Variation of v-velocity component just behind 
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z = 116 km _ 
------ NO PRECURSOR EFFECT 
---NO RADIATION I 
l I I Illll I I I II Id I I I I IllI 
0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 
rl = Y/Y, = Y*/Yg 
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Figure 6.10. Variation of pressure and density in the shock 




1. 0 r z = 116 km 
- PRECURSOR EFFECT 
---- NO PRECURSOR EFFECT 
I I I I 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
rl = YIYs = Y “‘y; 
Figure 6.11. Variation of velocity components in the shock layer for two body 












----NO PRECURSOR EFFECT 
Z=\ 116 km 
$=O 
H 
I I I I I 
0 .2 ,4 .6 .8 1.0 
rl = YIYs = Y "'Ys" 
Figure 6.12. Species concentration in the shock layer for 










----- NO PRECURSOR EFFECT 
2.OE5 8.OE-4 
l.OE5 I I 4.OE-4 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
rl = Y/Y, = Y*/Y*, 
Figure 6.13. Variation of thermal conductivity and viscosity in 













' SHOCK LAYER 
PRECURSOR EFFECT 
----NO PRECURSOR EFFECT 
C-SHOCK 
PRECURSOR ZONE 
I I I I I I 
.5 1. 0 3. 0 5. 0 7. 0 8. 0 
rl = YIYs = Ply; 
Figure 6.14. Temperature variation in the shock/precursor 
region along the stagnation streamline. 
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Z = 116 km 11 -m-w---- B-m-0 _-- mm---- --- 
LZ = 143km 
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.5 1. 0 3. 0 5.0. 7.0 
rl = YIYs = Y "'Ys" 
Figure 6.15. Pressure variation in the shock/precursor 
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Figure 6.16. Density variation in the shock/precursor 
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.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 
rl = YIY, = Y "'Ys" 
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Figure 6.17. Variation of v-velocity component in the 

























PRECURSOR EFFECT '\ 






5 = x*/R; 
0.8 
Figure 6.18. Variation of radiative and convective heat flux 
with distance along the body surface for 









- - NO PRECURSOR EFFECT 
[CONVECT WE HEAT FLUX 
0.002 I I I I I - 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Figure 6.19. Variation of radiative and convective heat 
flux with distance along the body surface 





















----- NO PRECURSOR EFFECT 
f- 
CONVECTIVE - HEAT FLUX 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
5 = x*/R; 
Figure 6.20. Variation of radiative and convective heat flux 
with distance along the body surface for 







cl v 0.007 




= RADIATIVE FLUX TOWARDS SHOCK 
= RADIATIVE FLUX TOWARDS BODY 
=F 103 km 
----- NO PE 
- 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
rl = Y/Y, = Y*/Y; 
Figure 6.21. Variation of radiative heat flux in the shock layer 
for two body locations (5 = 0 and 0.61, z = 103 km. 
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q;=RADIATIVE FLUXTOWARDS SHOCK 
qR =q$/(,)z vs3 
0 
PRECURSOREFFECT 
-- -NO PRECURSOREFFECT 
=RADlATlVEFLUXTOWARDS BODY 
- q-,, $=O 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
r? = y/y, = p/y; 
Figure 6.22. Variation of xadiative heat flux in the shock 
layer for two body locations (5 = 0 and 0.51, 









\ 0.015 +a tr 
II 
0.010 
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SiG = RADIATIVE FLUX TOWARDS SHOCK 
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qii = RADIATIVE FLUX TOWARDS BODY / 





qfi, c=o / / -+ - r-n / Yk’ - s=v 
/’ 
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
l-l = Y/Y, = Y"/Y*, 
Figure 6.23. Variation of radiative heat flux in the shock layer 
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Figure 6.24. Radiative and convective heat flux to the 




EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS USED IN COMPUTER 
PROGRAM OF THE SHOCK-LAYER REGION 
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APPENDIX A 
EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS USED IN COMPUTER 























shock angle defined in figure 2.1 
mass fraction of H 
mass fraction of He 
mass fraction of H + 
mass fraction of Hz 
mass fraction of Hz 
mass fraction of e' 
free-stream specific heat 
specific heat just ahead of shock, nondimensonal 
specific heat just behind the shock, nondimensional 
density, nondimensional 
coordinate measured normal to the body, cm 
free-stream density, cm/set 
density just ahead of the shock, g/cm 3 
density just behind the shock, nondimensional 
step distance between two nodal points along the body 
surface 
step distance between two nodal points normal to the 
body surface 
Reynolds number parameter, nondimensional ' 
enthalpy, erg/g 
second exponential integral function 
third exponential integral function 



























number density of Hz, number/m3 
number density of H, number/m3 
number density of H + , number/m3 
number density of He, number/m3 




viscosity at shock 
refrance vicosity 
f 
1 without precursor effect 
2 with precursor effect 
1 without radiation 
2 with radiation 
shock stand-off distance 
pressure, nondimensional 
free-stream pressure 
pressure just ahead of the shock 
pressure just behind the shock 
radiative heat flux which come out from the shock 
toward the precursor region 
radiative heat flux toward body 
radiative heat flux toward shock 
net radiative heat flux between body and shock 
the ratios of dy(N + l)/dy(N) 
temperature, nondimensional 
body temperature, “K 
enthalpy, nondimensional 
95 
THS enthalpy at the shock, nondimensional 
TINF free-stream temperature, OK 
TK thermal conductivity of mixture, nondimensional 
TS temperature at the shock, nondimensional 
V velocity component tangent to the body surface, 
nondimensional 
vs shock velocity ocmponent tangent to the body surface, 
nondimensional 














Y normal coordinate, nondimensional 
velocity at precursor region 
, 
H between shock and body 
HP between shock and body 
He between shock and body 
mole fraction of 1 
Hz at free stream 
I He+ between shock and body 
I He‘: between shock and body 
YH Planck constant, erg/s 
YK Boltzmann constant, erg/OK 
ZTA body angle 
96 
APPENDIX B 
COMPLETE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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PROGRAM COMPLET tINPuT~OUTPUT*TAPE5=INPUT~TAPE6=OUTPUT1 
COMMON /CONSTl/ ALIAKICTIKIK~~~MBPIMA~~MA~ 
COMMON /PERC/ VI(201rPINF(201r ETHP(201r DI(201rCPLt201e QOlt20)r 
1 PINFN(20 1 
COMMON /INFI/ TINFI PREII VELOI* DEN!* Jq ALTI 11119 CPIIrXH2I 
1 ~NORADINOPRE 
COMMON /RAD/ CoF1(58r511r QFXP~5l~rQFXM~5l)rQFX~Sl~*DOY~5l~ 
COMMON /SHOCK/ DS(20)r TS(201* VS(201r US(20)q PS(201rM’JS(201r~rKS( 
1201rARFA(201rCPS(201 rTHS(201 
COMMON /SDFDIS/ NS(201rNSlrNS2rPSl.A50 rhSS2 
DIMENSION 00(20).SPEC(61 
REAL NS 
DATA fSPECfI)rI=lrd) / -I.-lr-lea*--lr-1 / 
CALL SYSTEMC (115rS”EC) 
C 
C +*** XF!2I-- MOLE FRAITION OF H2 *++ 
C * +* NOR AD= 1 --- NO RADIATION *+** 
C *** NORAC=2 -- WITH RADIATION **++ 
C It%!; t.&JpF;e:=l-- No PRECURSOR EFFECT *** 











READ (5911 T~NFIPREI.VELOIIDENIIZICPII 
1 FORMAT (6E10.31 









6 CALL SHOKLY 
IF (KDD*EQeE) GO TO 3 




001 (MBP)=QOl (MA2) 





CALL PRECE (M*Y~.TSDIMIPREII ARFA(M)r QOl(M)r VELOIrDENIoTP~PP~VP~ 
1 UIa VT* DPe CHMI CHEMI HE! rCPC1 
VI (M)=VT 
01 (M)=DP 
PINF (M )=PP 
ETHP(M)=HEI /VI (Ml**2 
5 CONTINUE 
KDD=E 
GO TO 6 
3 CONTINUE 
WRITE (69332 1 
332 FORMAT ~/r3X,*TEMP*rl2X~+PRE*~l2X~*V-VELO*~lOX~*U-VELO*~9X~*DEN*~l 
1 2xe*CH*r 12x1 +CH2+*r!2X~*ENTH*r 4X1*Y2*r AXIOM*) 




CALL PRECE (MIY~+TSDIMIPREI~ ARFA(M)r QOl(M)* VELOI~DEN~.TPIPPIVPI 
1 UIe VT* DPI CHMI CHEMI ENTHC 9 CPC ) 
Y2=Yl/(NS(M)*23) 
WRITE (6r331) TPI PPv VP+ UIr DPI CHMICHZMIENTHCI YE*W 
331 FORMAT ( 2X~BEl4~4r3x~El2e4r3x~I2) 
IF (YIeGT.lO.0) GO TO 11 
IF (Yl rGT.3.0) GO TO 16 
IF (Yl.GT.1 .O) GO TO 15 
Yl=Y1+0*2 
GO TO 9 
15 Yl=YI+Oe5 
GO TO 9 
16 Yl=Yl+lnO 
GO TO 9 
11 CONT INUE 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE PREC2tSe YI TSe PREIr ZTAI QOq VELOII DEN!* TPe PPe VP* 
0’ 
0 
1 Ule VTIDPI CHMI CHEMI HE1 * CPC 1 
COMMON ARF(J)rSUM(12)r I!~T(50!rTT~Yl(3)rYDOr NAvROH(3!rIERR(l2! 







VELO I =-VELO I 
VE=VELO I 
DE=DEN I 













UI=VELOI+COS(ZTA) *f-l 1 
v(l)=vl 
U( 1 )‘UI 
P( 1 !=PREI 
DEN( 1 )=DENI 
CH2(1 )=O. 






YD( 1 )=O.o 





T( 1 I=1450 




ARF( 1 )=ROH( 1 )*NAl 
ARF(2)=ROH(Z)*NAl 
ARF(3)=ROH(3)*NAl 
DEN( I+1 )=DENl*Vl/V( I ) 
V(I+!)=(DEN!*(VI+*2)-Po+P(I))/(DENI+VI) 












IF (ABS!(V(I+l)-V(I))/V(I)).GT.Q.Ol) GO TO 59 
IF (ABSt(T(I+l)-T(I))/T(I))aGTeGeOl) GO TO 59 
IF (ABS((P(I+l)-P(I))/P(I)).GT.O.Ol) GO TO 59 
IF (ABS((PH(!+!)-PH(I))/PH(I))*GT.OmQl) GO TO 59 
IF (ABS( (PHT(I+I )-PHT( I) )/PHT(I ) ).GT~O.Ol ) GO TO 59 
IF (ABS((CH(I+l)-CH(I))/CH(I))~GT~O~Ol) GO TO 59 
IF (A8S((CH2(I+l)-CH2(l))/CH2(!)).GT.Q.Q1) GO TO 59 
IF (ABS((DENII+l)-DEN(l))/DEN(!)).GT.O.Ql) GO TO 59 
GO TO 75 




CHM=CH( I+1 ) 
CH2M=CH2 ( !+I ) 
HEI=PH( I+1 ) 
TP=Tt I+1 ) 
PP=P( I+l) 
VP=-V! 1+1 ) 
















Vl (2r 1 )=VF(2rl )*Fl 
Vl (2r2)=VF(2r2)*Fl 
VI (3-l )=VF(3rl )*Fl 
Vl (3r2)=VF(3r2)*Fl 
EPS=O. 002 
DO 50 K=lr3 
Kl=K 
30 CALL ROMBS (Vl(K~2)rVl(K~l)rFX2~EPS~SUhl~K+3~~IERR~K+3)) 
IF (lERR(K+3).EQ.O) GO TO 50 
K3=K+3 
PRINT 3lr K3r IERR(K+3) 
31 FORMAT (*K=*rI2r*lERR=*rI3) 
50 CONT I NUE 
QRl=O 
DO 100 K=lr3 
CR=005772 
ARY(K)=ARF(K)*Y 
IF (YeLT.0.001) GO TO 32 












Go TO 220 
200 X=ARY (K 1 
El (K) =-D.57721566-ALOG(X)+X-X**2./4~+X**3./18.-X**4./96.+X**5./600 
la-X**6m/4320.+X**7./35280 l -X**8./322560m+X**9~/326592O.-X**lO./362 
288000. 
220 EE(K)=(EXP(-Xl-X*EI (K)) 
E3(K)=(EXP(-Xl-X*E2(K) )/2. 













FXE=x**3/(EXP(x 1-l l ) 
RETURN 
END 








Vl (291 )=VF(2rl )*Fl 
Vl (2r2)=VF(2r2)*Fl 
VI (3-l )=VF(3*1 )*Fl 
Vl (3r2)=VF(3r2)*Fl 
EPS=O.OOl 
DO 59 J=l ~3 
Jl =J 




PDHI=CHl (1 ,+CHl (2 )+CHl (3) 















COMMON / BODY/ ZTA(20)r CK(20)r X(20)* DXeRf20)rBATA(20)rMUREFIEPS 
COMMON /CONST/ CAMA*DY(5l)rY(5l)rCC3(20r51) rCCClrICONT 
COMMON /CONSTl/ ALIAKICTIKIKII~MBPIMA~~MA~ 
COMMON /CONSTJ/ AH2(3r7)rAHP(3~7)rAH2PorAHE(3r7)rAHEP~3~7)~ 
1 AE(3r7) rAH(3r7)rKE 
COMMON /CONST6/ YHIYKITB 
COMMON /DEPEND/ T~20r51)rP~20r51)rD~20~51)~U~20~51)*V~20~51)~XHE~5 
ll)eXHH(5l)r XH~5l~rXHP~5l~rCP~5l~~XHEP~5l~~XHE2P~5l)~XEMIN~51) 
1 rTHP1 (51 1 rTH(51 1 
COMMON /HEAT/ QCONIDIFUIRATIQTOTL 
COMMON /INF/ VINFI DINFICPI 
COMMON /INFI/ TINFI PREII VELOII DENI+ MI ALTI 1111~ CPIIeXHEI 
1 ~NORADINOPRE 
COMMON /PERC/ VI(20)+PINF(20)~ ETHP(20)r DI(20)*CPL(20)* QOl(20)r 
1 PINFN(20) 
COMMON /RAD/ COFl(58r51)r QFXP(51 )rQFXM(5) )*QFX(51 )rDOY(Sl 1 
COMMON /RI/ A(58)r6(58)rF1(58)rF3(58)*Ft58)* VO(lO)rW1(58) 
COMMON /SDFDIS/ NS(20)rNSlrNS2rPSlrASf20) rNSS2 
COMMON /SHOCK/ DS(2O)r TS(20)e VS(20)r US(20)r PS(2O)rMUS(20)*TKS( 
120)rARFA(20)rCPS(20) rTHS(20) 
COMMON /SPHT/ CH2(51 )rCH(SI )*CHP(51 lrCHE(5l) 
COMMON ITRAN. TK(51 )rMU(51 )aTKDI 




















IF (flll.GTal) GO TO 2 
32 IF (M.EQel 1 GO TO 5 
NS(M)=NS(M-1) 
GO TO 15 
5 NS(I )=Oel 
15 CALL SHOCK 
M=l 




IF (IllleGT.1) GO TO 81 
IF (MaEQ.1) GO TO 6 
NS(M)=NS(M-1) 
GO TO 16 
6 NS(1 )=Oel 








CH=CHT-0.3167*( 1 .-XH21 1 
CT=CTU+61.2*( 1 .-XH2 I ) 
IF (MmGTel) GO TO 4 












GO TO 8 

































CALL NOBDEN (TSS*RHO*H2rHIHPLUS*HEIHEPLUSIHEPLUSIEMINUS*XH21) 





IF (NORAD l EQ.1) GO TO 902 
IF (NDeNEoICONT) GO TO 902 
IF (HlSTaEQaE) GO TO 902 
901 CALL ABSOCOF (TSS~RHO*P~~~H~~H*HPLUSIHEIHEPLUSIHEPLUS~HE~PLUS~EMINS~ 






























IF (N.EQ.51 1 GO TO 9 
CP(N)=CXl/(CPl*CPS(M)l 
GO TO 23 
9 CPS(M)=CXl/CPl 
CP(51 )=le 
23 CONT I NUE 
IF ( HlSTeEQ.2) GO TO 905 
IF (NORAD l EQ.1 1 GO TO 905 
IF (NDaEQ. ICONTl GO TO 904 
IF (ICONT.NE.1 l 1 GO TO 905 
IF (MmNE.1) GO TO 905 





DQY (N4 )‘Oe 
93 CONT I NUE 
GO TO 905 
904 CALL RADAT 
905 CALL TRANSP 
IF ( HlSTeEQ.2) GO TO 83 
CALL ENERGY 
HlST=2 
GO TO 105 
83 CALL MOMENTM 
lCONT= lCONT+l 
IF (ABS((U(MIZO)-UST)/UST).GT.O.O40) GO TO 8 
IF (ABS((D(Mv20)-DST)/DST).GTeOeO30) GO TO 8 
IF (ABS((T(M*2 )-TST)/TST)aGTmOe015) GO TO 8 
IF (ABS ((DIFU-DEFU)/DlFU) .GT.OalO) GO TO 8 
IF (ICONT l LTe4) GO TO 8 
WRITE (61113) M*NS(M)rICONT *X(M) 
113 FORMAT (////~~XI*STATION M=*rl2*5X1 *NS(M)=** E12.49 5x1 *lTERATlO 
1 N=*r 12rSX1*X(M)=*rF4el ) 
WRITE (69112) QCONIDIFU ~QTOTLIETHP~M) 
112 FORMAT (//~~X~+QCON=+~E~I.~~~X~*D~FU=*~E~~.~~* QTOT=*rEll.4r 
1 * ETHP(M)=*rEll .4r/) 
WRITE (6r72) 
72 FORMAT (/rZXe*U-VELOClTY*r6XI+V-VELOCITY+,BXI *PRE*rllX~*TEMP*rlOX 
lr*DENSlTY*r 9X** TDIM*r9X**QFXP +r6X1*QFXb’l*r 9X**Y*rlOxe*N*r/) 
DO 79 N=1951 
TT=T(MIN)*TS(M) 
TT1=TT*VlNF**2/CPl 
WRITE (6975) U(MIN)*V(MIN)* P(MeN)e T(MeN)r D(MeN)rTTl~QFXP(N)rQFX 
1 M(N),Y(N)rN 
75 FORMAT ( lXe9E14.4r3X~ 12 ) 
79 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6rfj?) 
62 FORMAT (//‘,8X. *XH2*r12X~+XHE*r12X~*XH*~l2X~*XH+*~llXI+XE-*~llX~*C 
lP*rl2X1* TK*~~~X~*MU+~SXI*N*~/) 
DO 65 N=l r51 
TKKI=TK(N)*TKS(M)*CPl*MUREF 
MUUl=MU(N)*MUS(M)*MUREF 
WRITE (6961) XHH(N)r XHE(N)rXH(N)rXHP(N)rXEMINorCP(N)rTKKlrMUUl 
1 *N 
61 FORMAT ( lX*BE14.3r3Xel2) 
THPl (N)=TH(N) 
65 CONTINUE 
IF (NOPRE.EQml 1 GO TO 24 
QOl (M )=QFXP(51 )*CCCl 
24 M=M+l 
123 lCONT=l 
IF (llll.EQ.2) GO TO 66 
IF (M.LT.MAl 1 GO TO 33 
GO TO 67 
66 IF (M.LT.MBP) GO TO 33 




DO 7 Ml=4rMBP 
90 AS(M1 )=NS(Ml) 
7 CONTINUE 
IF (llll.EQal) GO TO 111 
GO TO 60 
111 NST=NS(3) 
1111=2 
GO TO IO 
60 CONTINUE 
IF (NORAD l EOe1) GO TO 201 
IF (NOPREeEQel) GO TO 201 
RETURN 





SUBROUT INE DATA IN 




C 9a696r 9.000* 7a’JOOe 5mWlO* 4*0001 3e4OOr 3~020r 2oe75r 
D 20835r 2.655~ 2.579r 20552r 2e546r 2.519* 2s249r 1.9089 
E lo898r laR89r loR87r lmH78r 1.788~ l.Sllr 10131r .987r 
F l 947r l 850r .7.31. 06,681 l 654 9 l 591 * 0470 * .396r 
G l 315e .297* l 216r Oe’JOO/ 









DATA (F(I)~l=1,58)/ lal9.1.04 .~986r.967r~960~e948~~937~.929~.913~ 
A .897,a890,~889r.~88r.881~~849~~8C5~~770 re752rm750r.75Oem750r 




DATA (VO(I I* I=lrlO)/ 10.196.12~084r12~745~13~051~1~888~2~549~ 
A 2.855r.66lr.967r.306/ 
DATA (Wl(l)rl=l*SY)/ 3~~4r14.5Y5r13~595r13.~15~13~086~13e016~12.76 
A 5r12~725~12.545r12.2~4~12.1C6~12.0~6~12.082~12.046~11.884~ 
8 11~196r10m696r10.246~10.201~10.1965~10 .!955tlOml91rl0.146, 







SUBROUTINE ENTHALP ( TEMPe CH~~CHICHEICHZPICEICHPICPCIENTHC) 
COMMON /ENTH/ THHE, THHr THHEI THHPI THE 
COMMON /CONST3/ AH2(3r7)rAHP(3r7)rAH2PorAHE(3r7)rAHEPt3e7)e 
1 AE(3r7) rAH(397)rKE 
IF (KEoNEal) GO TO 15 
DATA ~AH~1~1~.I=~.7)/2.5r0~~0~~0~~0~~2~547162E4~-4.601176E-1/ 












DATA (AH2P(2*I)rI=lrd)/ 3.32817562.2.5050678lE-4,).42245209E-7’9-4. 
1 45902420E-llr3~733755E-l5~1=799747OE5/ 
















IF (TEMPaGTelOOD.) GO TO 2 
J=l 
GO TO 10 
2 IF (TEMPmGTo6000.)GO TO 3 
J=2 
GO TO 10 
3 J=3 
10 CPH=R*(AH(JI~)+AH(JI~)+TEMP+AHO+TEMP**~+AH(J*~)*TEMP**~+AH(J~~ 








1 AHE (J15 )+TEMP**4 ) 
CPE=R+(AE(JI~)+AE(JI~)*TEMP+AE(J*~)*TEMP**~+AE(J*~)*TEMP**~+AE(J*~ 





















C CP.aCAL/GM K CPC. .CM2/SECE K 
C ENTHaeCAL/GM ENTHC..CM2/SEC2 K 






COMMON / BODY/ ZTA(20)r CK(20)r X(20)* DXIR(~O)~BATA(~O)~MUREFIEPS 
COMMON /CONST/ GAMAvDY(5l)rY(5l)rCC3(20r51) 
COMMON /lNFl/ TINFI PREII VELOII DENI* M* ALTI llllr CPllrXH21 
COMMON /INF/ VINFI DlNFtCPl 
COMMON /HEAT/ QCONIDIFUIRATIQTOTL 
REAL MUREFI MUHHIMUHEIMACIIMUIMUSIMUH 
WRITE (69 11 1 









ZTA( 1 )=PI/2a 























DO 99 N=l 949 
DY(N+l)=RAT*DY(N) 
Y(N+l)=Y(N)+DY(N) 







COMMON / BODY/ ZTA(20)r CK(20)r X(20)* DXeR(20)rBATA(20)rMUREFIEPS 
COMMON /CONSTl/ ALI AK* CT*KvKllrMBPoMAl 
COMMON /CONST3/ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
1 AE(3.7) rAH(3r7)rKE 
COMMON /lNFI/ TlNFq PREII VELOIr DENlr MI ALTI Illlr CPIlrXH21 
COMMON /PERC/ Vl(20)rPINF(20)* ETHP(20)e Dl(20)rCPL(20), OOl(20)r 
1 PlNFN(20) 
COMMON /SDFDlS/ NS(20)rNSl.NS2*PSl.AS(20) 
COMMON /SHOCK/ DS(20)r TS(20)r VS(20)r US(2O)e PS(20)rMUS(20)rTKS( 
120)rARFA(20)rCPS(20) rTHS(20) 
REAL MUREFI MUHHIMUHEIMAC~*MU*MUS~NSINS~~NSINS~ 









39 FORMAT (9X~*PS+~lSX~+DEN%.lSXlwTEMP+r 14X**HS*r ~~XI*US+~~~XI+VS+~ 
llOXr*M*r8X~*T (K)*e/) 
IF (llll.GT.1) GO TO 1 
DO 11 l=lr20 
ARFA(l)=ZTA(l) 
11 CONTINUE 
GO TO 4 
1 DO 12 1=2rMBB 
IF (IeEQeMEP) GO T3 2 
DNS(l)=(AS(I+l)-AS(I-1))/(2.*DX) 
GO TO 30 
2 DNS(MBP)=(AS(MEJP)-ASo)/DX 





DINF =Dl (M) 
CPl=CPL(M) 









IF (M.EQ.1) GO TO 3 
DSl=DS(M-1) 
DSZ=DSl +l l 
27 D9=DS2 
EHl=ETHP(M) +SIN(ARFA(M))**2*(1.-l./DSl**2)~2* 
Pl=PlNFN(M) +SIN(ARFA(M) )**2*(1*-l./DS)) 
GO TO 301 
9 EH2=ETHP(M) +SIN(ARFA(M))*+2*(1.-la/DS2**2)/2* 
PE=PINFN(M) +SIN(ARFA(M))**2*(1.-leiDS2) 




NSl=NS( 1 ) 
EHl-ETHPtM) +005*t 1 e-1 l /DSl**2 ) 










CALL NOBDEN ( TSS . RHOI H~~HIHPLUSIHEI HEPLUS* HE~PLUSIEMINUSI 
1 XH21 1 
CALL VOLMAS (H2*H* HPLUSIHE~ HEPLUS~HE~PLUSIEMINUSIYH~~ YHI YHPI 
1 YHE e YHEP 9 YHE2P e YE ) 
YHEP=O 
KE= I 




IF (MeNEel ) GO TO 9 
19 EHE=ETHP(M) +oa5*t1 e-1 l /DS2+*2 1 
PSl=PlNFN(M) +c1 a-1 l /DS2) 
PPl=BATA~M~**2*~~1.-l./DS2~*~l~-NS2/~l.+NSl~~**2~ 








CALL NOBDEN (TSS . RHOI H~~HIHRLUS~HEI HEPLUS* HEEPLUSIEMINUSI 
1 XH21 1 
CALL VOLMAS (H2rHe HPLUS,HEI HEPLUSIHEZPLUSIEMINUS~YH~~ YHI YHPI 
1 YHEI YHEPvYHE2fJe YE) 
CALL ENTHALP (TSS ~YH~~YH~YHEIYH~PIYEIYHPICPCIENTHC) 
EHHE=ENTHC 
EH3=EHH2/ (VI NF**2 1 
IF (ABS((EH3-EH2)/EH2).LT.O.O051 GO TO 100 
DH2=EH3-EH2 
SLOP=(DH2-DHl )/ (DSE-DSl ) 
D3=DS2-DH2/SLOP 
DH I =DH2 
IF (D3aLT.5.) GO TO 8 
IF (D3aLTe14.) GO TO 18 
8 DS2=D9+0*1 
IF (MaNEel 1 GO To 27 
GO TO 28 
18 DS2=03 
IF (N.NE.1 ) GO TO 9 











WRITE (6*29) PS(M)r DS(M)q TS(Mlr EH(M)r US(M)+‘&(M)* MITSS 
29 FORMAT ( 4X~6El7m4.4X112.4X1Ell.4) 
M=M+l 
IF (MoGT. MBPI GO TO 69 
GO TO 4 
69 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE NOBDEN (TSSIRHOI H~~HIHPLUSI HEI HEPLUSIHE~PLUSIEMINUS~ 
1 XH21 1 
XH2=XHP I 

























6 FORMATt 1H //) 








AK4=AKK*EXP (C4 ) 




A2= 1. +EEAL+AK34 
E4=.5*A2*(SQRT(l.+((4e*AK34)/~A2**2)))-1.) 


























CQ 99 CONTINUE 
H2=.5*El*AK 















50 IFfALPHAC-0. )12*14* 12 






CC=(2.*E4*(1 l -E4))/((1.+(2.*E4)-(E4**2)I+AlI 

































COMMON / BODY/ ZTA(20)r CK(2O)r X(20)* DX*R(2O)rBATA(20)rMUREFIEPS 
COMMON /CONST/ GAMA*DY(5l)tY(5l)rCC3(20r51) 
COMMON /CONSTl/ ALI AK* CT 
COMMON /DEPEND/ T~2~~51~.P~2~*51~rD~20151)rUorV~20~51~~XHE~5 
11 )*XHH(Sl )e XH~51)rXHP~51).CP~51~rXHEPorXHE2P~51)~XEM1N~51) 
COMMON /INF/ VINFI DINFICPI 
COMMON /INFI/ TINFI PWEII VELDIr DENI* M* ALTI 11119 CPII 
COMMON /SDFDIS/ NS(201rNSlrNS2 
COMMON /SHOCK/ DS(201, TS(20)r VS(20)r US(20)r PS(2C)rMUStEO)tTKS( 
120).ARFA(20) 
COMMON /TRANS/ TK(51 )rMU(SI 1 rTKD1 
REAL MUHHI MUHI MUHEI MUD+ MUREFI MSDI MUIMUS 
K=51 























MUDr(XHH(NNN)WMUHH)/PCHH +(XH(NNN)*MUH)/PCH +(XHE(NNN)*MUHE)/PCHE 
TKD=(XHH(NNN)*TKHH)/PCHH +(XH(NNN)+TKH)/PCH +(XHE(NNN)*TKHE)/PCHE 
TKD=TKD*4.18E7 
IF (N.GT.1 ) GO TO 5 
TKDI =TKD 
5 IF (NaNEoK) GO TO 2 
MSD=MUD/MUREF 
TKSD=TKD/ (MUREF+CP I ) 
MUS (M ) =MSD 
TKStM) =TKSD 







SUBROUTINE ABSOCOF (TSSIRHOIP~~*H~~HI HPLUSIHE *HEPLUS* HE2PLUSq E 
1MINS) 
C 
C +** CALCULATION OF ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS **it 













ST = 157780 a/T 
C 
C +++ FREE-FREE AN0 BOUND-FREE TRANSITIONS FOR HYOROGEN +*+ 
C 
Cl = 9.93E-15*NH 
c2 = la23E-l5+NH+EXP(-.75+ST) 
c3 = 3.67E-16+NH+EXP(-•8888xST) 
c4 = 1.55E-16*NH+EXP(-.9374*ST) 
01 = l.OE-6+(NE*+.286) 
IF(DI.GTea38) Dl=.38 
Al = 3.16E-20*NH+T+EXP~-~1~0-01/13.595~*ST)~~EXP~~~04-01/13~595)* 
lST)-1.0) 
co = 1035E-35*NHP*NE/SQRTO 
A(1) = F3(1 )*Cl 
A(2) = F3(2)+Cl 
CC = CO+CE+CJ+C4 
w = (loo-.0736*01)+*2 
A(3) = F3(3)*CC + .014*C1*(1*0-WI/W 
00 20 I=4928 
20 A(I) = FJ(Il*CC 
CC = CC-CE+Al 
w = (1 *O-.294+01 )*+2 
A(29) = F3(29)+CC + .23*C2+(1*0-WI/W 
DO 30 I ‘30r44 
30 A(1) = F3(I)*CC 
cc = CC-C3 
W = (loo-.662*01)**2 
A(45) = F3(45)+CC + 10153*C3*( 1*0-W 1/W 
00 40 I =46*48 
40 A(I) = FJ(I)+CC 
cc = cc-c4 
X = l 85-01 
DO 45 1=49r53 
IF(F1 (I 1-X) 46r47r48 
46 W = (X/F1 (I-1 1 I**2 
Wl = W*Fl(I-l)+Fl(I-l)+(Fl~l-l)-FltIl) 
A(I) = F3(I)+CC + C4+W/Wl 
Kl = 1+1 
GO TO 49 
47 A(I) = F3(1 )*(CC+C4) 
Kl = 1+1 




48 A(I) = F3(I )*(CC+C4) 
45 CONT I NUE 
Kl = 54 
49 CONTINUE 
DO 50 I=Kl 958 
50 A(I) = F3(I)+CC 
*+* BOUND-BOUND TRANSITIONS FOR HYDROGEN +*+ 
Sl = la098E-16+NH 
S(1) = l 4160*Sl 
S(Z) = l 0791*s1 
S(3) = l 0290+51 
S(4) = l 0139+51 
s2 = Sl*ExP(-•75+ST) 
S(5) = 2.56O*S2 
S(6) = 0,447*S2 
S(7) = 0*179*52 
52 = Sl+EXP(-•8888*ST) 
S(8) = 7.578*52 
S(9) = 1.355*S2 
s2 = Sl+EXP(-•9374*ST) 
S(10) = 16061*SE 
G(1 1 = 4053E-15+(NE**m6667) 
G(1) = .42*G( 1 ) 
G(2) = 4.30+G(l ) 
G(3) = 8012+G(l ) 
G(4) = 13.4*G( 1 ) 
G(5) = 1*8O+G(l) 
G(6) = 6.44*G(l 1 
G(7) = 1105*G(l) 
G(8) = 2058+G(l) 
G(9) = 8063*G(l 1 
G(lo)= 3033*G(l 1 
DO 300 I =3*25 
PS = o* 
DO 200 J=l r4 
PS = PS + ~.3183~S~J)*~ATAN~~Fl~I-l~-VO~J)~/G~J~~-ATAN~~Fl~I~- 
1vO~J~~/G~J~~~/~F1~I-l)-F1o~~~ 
200 CONTINUE 
A(1 1 = A(I) + PS 
300 CONT I NUE 
DO 301 I =29r44 
ps = 0. 
DO 201 J=5*7 
PS = PS + (.3183*S(J)*(ATAN((FlfI-1 )-vO(J))/G(J))-ATANtO- 
lVO(J))/G(J)))/(Fl(I-l)-Fl(I))) 
201 CONTINUE 
A(I) = A(I) + PS 
301 CONTINUE 
DO 302 1=45r48 
PS = 0. 
DO 202 J=5r9 
PS = PS + ~.3183+S~J)*~ATAN~~Fl~I-l)-V0~J))~G~J))-AiAN~~Fl~I)- 
lVO(J))/G(J)))/(Fl(I-l)-F10))) 
202 CONTINUE 
A(I) = A(I) + PS 
302 CONTINUE 
DO 303 I=49958 
PS = 0. 
DO 203 J=5r 10 
PS = PS + ~.3183*S~J)+~ATANr~Fl~I-l)-V0~J))/G~J))-ATAN~~Fl~l)- 
IVO(J))/G(J)))/(Fl(I-1)-FltI))) 
203 CONTINUE 
A(I) = A(I) + PS 
303 CONTINUE 
990 CONT I NUE 
C 
C *** CORRECTIONS FOR INDUCED EMISSION +++ 
M = 58 
DO 500 I=1 rM 
A(I) = A(I)+(l.O-EXP(-FO)*ST)) 





C +*+ CALCULATION OF BLACKBODY FUNCTION *+* 
COMMON/T~/TIRHOIXH~~XHEIPINH~~NH~*NHNHP~NHN*NE*NHE*NHEP*NHE~P 
COMMON /Rl/ A(58)rB(58)rF1(58)eF3(58)*F(58)* VO(lO)*W1(58) 
REAL NH~~NHINHPINHN*NEINHEINHEPINHEP*NHE~P 
8LfX) = .15399+(6.+(X+l.)+X*X~(X+3.))*~XP(-x) 
ST = 15778000/T 
M = 58 
N = M-l 
Nl = M+l 
DO 10 I=1 rN 
Y = Fl (I )*ST/13*595 
IF(YeLTe2aO) GO TO 5 
B(I) = BL(Y) +.0625*BL(2.+Y) +.01235*BL(3.+Y) 
GO TO 10 
5 CONTINUE 
B(I) = l*O -.05133*Y*Y*Y+(1.0-*375*Y+*05*Y*Y) 
10 CONTINUE 
B(M) = 1*0000 
DO 20 I=l*N 
J = NI-I 
K = J-l 






COMMON /CONST/ GAMAeDY(51)rY(5l)rCC3(20r51) *CCC1 
COMMON /CONST6/ YHIYKITB 
COMMON /DEPEND/ T~20.51)rP~20r51~rD~20~51)~U~20~51)~V~20~51~~XHE~5 
11 )*XHH(Sl )g XH~5l)rXHP~5l)rCP~51)rXHEPorXHE2P~5l)~XHE2P~5l)~XEMIN~5l) 
COMMON /SHOCK/ DS(20)* TS(20)r VS(20)r US(20)* PS(20).MUSt20)rTKS( 
120)rARFA(20)rCPS(20) 
COMMON /INF/ VINFI DINFICPI 
COMMON /INFI/ TINFI PREII VELOII DEN19 M* ALT* llllr CPII 
COMMON /RAD/ COFl (58951 ) 9 QFXP(51)~QFXM(51)~QFXorDOY(51) 
COMMON /Rl/ 0(58)rB(58)rF1(58)*F3orF(58)~F~58)~ VO(lO).W1(58) 
COMMON /SDFDIS/ NS(20)rNSlrNS2*PSlrAS(20) 
DIMENSION Vl (58)rV2(58)r COF3 (58951 ) rCOF2 (58951 ) 9 
1 E12(51 )rEIl (51 )rE2(5l)rQPl (51 )*A(51 )rE3(51 )rQPT2(51 )rEJl (51 )rEJ2 
2(51)rEM2(51)rQM1(51)rW1orU2(58)~W2~58) rDD(50)rW3(58)rW4(58) 
REAL NS 





















DO 66 N=Ir51 
301 TSS=T(MIN)+TS(M)*VINF**~/CPI 




DO 19 I=lr58 





DO 67 K=lrM5 
XXl=XX*TSS++4 
93 CALL ROMBS (VZ(K)*VI(K)~FXIEPSI.SUM l IERR) 
COF2(KeN)=XXl+SUM 
IF (IQWeEQ.0) GO TO 67 





DO 1 N=2*51 
IF (N.GT.40) GO TO 302 
ND=N/E 
ND=ND+E 





DO IO K=lrMS 
DO 9 I=lrNl 
J=I+l 
9 CONTINUE 
DO 3 I=lrN 
EI2( I )=Oe 
J=I 
4 IF (J0EQ.N 1 GO TO 3 
EI2(1)=EIl(J+l)+EI2(1) 
J=J+l 
GO TO 4 
3 CONTINUE 
EIE(N) =O.O~*DD(N~)*COFI(KIN) 
DO 5 I=lrN 
IF (EI2(I)mGT.I*) GO TO 70 
E2(I)=la+(0.5772-1e+ALOG(EI2( 
l* 
GO TO 5 
70 X=E12( I ) 
IF (xaGT.200) GO TO 152 
1 +x*+3+x*+4 ) ) 
E2(1 )=EXP(-Xl-X+El 11 
GO TO 5 
152 E2( I )=0. 
5 CONTINUE 
QPl(1 j=o. 
DO 7 1=2rN 
QPI (I )=DD(I-1 )/2*(COF 
lrI)+E2(1))+QPl(I-1) 





1 (Ke I-l )*COF2(Ke I-l )*E2( 1-l )+COFl (Ke I )*COFE(K 
IF (IQW.EQ.0) GO TO 210 
DO 100 K=lrMS 
A(1 )=Oa 
DO 101 1=2-N 
A( I )=DD( I-l )/2.+(COFl (KI I-l )+COFl (K* I ) )+A( l-l ) 
AII=A(I 1 
101 CONTINUE 
IF (AII.GTel.) GO TO 71 
E3~N~=0~5-AII+O~5+~-O.5772+I~5-ALOG~AII))*AII*~2+AII~*3/~. 
GO TO 72 
71 X=AII 





GO TO 72 
151 E3(N)=Oe 




IF (N.EQ.51) GO TO 190 
DO 112 K=lrMS 
DO 113 I=Nl r50 
J=I+l 




DO 114 I=N2r51 
IF (NZeEQa52) GO TO 114 
EJ2(1)=EJl(I)+EJ2(1-1) 
114 CONTINUE 
EJE(N)=EJl (Nl 1 
DO 115 I=N 951 
IF (N2eEQ.52) GO TO 115 
IF (EJE(I).GT.la) GO TO 74 
EM2~I)=1.+~.5772-1.+AL0G~EJ2~1~-EJ2~1~*~2~2.+EJ2~1~*~3/12 
l* 
GO TO 115 
74 X=EJEtI) 
IF (X.GT.200) GO TO 150 
Ell~=EXP~-X)+~AO+Al+X+A2+X++2+A3+X++3+X+~4)/~X*~8O+~l*X+B2*X~*2+~3 
1 *x*+3+x*+4 1) 
EMZ(II=EXP(-Xl-X*Elll 
GO TO 115 
150 EME(I)=O. 
GO TO 115 
115 CONTINUE 
QMl (N-l )=Oa 
DO1 16 I =N2r51 
IF (N2aEQ.52) GO TO 116 
IP=I-1 
QMl~IP)=DD~I-l)/2*~COFl~K~I-l~~COF2~K~I-l~*EM2~I-l~+COFI~K~I~*COF2 
I (KeI )*EM2(1 I )+QMl (IP-I ) 








DO 303 N=3r39,2 
QFXP(N)=(QFXP(N+l)+QFXPo)/2 
QFXM(N)=(QFXM(N+l )+QFXM(N-1 ) )/2 
QFX(N)= (QFX(N+l )+QFX(N-1 ) )/2 
303 CONTINUE 
QFXM(1 )=QFXM(2) 
QFXP(l)=0.8+5*668E-5+(TB *+4 )/CCC1 
QFX(l)=QFXP(l)-QFXM(1) 
DQY(1 )=(QFX(2)-QFX(1 ))/DY(I )/NS(M) 
DQY(51 )=- (QFX(50)-QFX(51) )/DY(SO)/NS(M) 













FUNCTION FXl (X) 







COMMON / BODY/ iiTA(20)r CK(20)r X(20)* DXIR(~O)~BATA(~O)~MUREFIEPS 
COMMON /CONST/ GAMA*DY(Sl)rY(5I)rCC3(20r51) rCCClrICONT 
COMMON /CONSTl/ ALIAK*CTIKIK~~*MBPIMAI~MA~ 
COMMON /CONST3/ AH2(3t7)*AHP(3.7)rAH2P(3*7)rAHEPf3e7)~ 
1 AE(3.7) rAH(3t7)rKE 
COMMON /CONST6/ YHIYKITB 
COMMON /DEF/ DVY(51 )q DK(51 )* DMU(51 I* DPY(51 19 DUY(51 )e DPl (51 ) 
COMMON /DEPEND/ T(2Qr5l)rP(20*51 jrD(2Qr51 )rU(20*51 lrV(2Or51 )rXHE(S 
11 )rXHH(Sl )* XH(51 )rXHP(Sl )rCP(51 lrXHEP(51 )rXHE2P(51 )rXEMIN(51) 
1 eTHP1 (51 )rTH(51) 
COMMON /ENTH/ THH2r THHI THHE+ THHPI THE 
COMMON /HEAT/ QCONIDIFUIRATIQTOTL 
COMMON /INF/ VINFe DINFtCPI 
COMMON /INFI/ TINFI PREIe VELOII DEN19 Me ALTI 11110 CPIIrXH21 
1 .NORAD*NOPRE 
COMMON /PERC/ ~1(20)~PINF(20)* ETHP(20)* D1(20)+CPL(20). Q01(20)* 
1 PINFN(20 I 
COMMON /RAD/ COFl(58r5l)r QFXP(51 )rQFXM(Sl jrQFX(51 )rDQY(Sl 1 
COMMON /SDFDIS/ NS(20)rNSlrNS2*PSlrAS(20) 
COMMON /SHOCK/ DSN(20)rTSN(20)rVSN(2O~~USN(20)r MUSN(20)r 
1 TKSN(~O)~ARFA(~O)~CPSN(~O)~TH.SI(~O) 
COMMON /SPHT/ CH2(51 )rCH(Sl )rCHP(51 )rCHE(Sl) 
COMMON /TRANS./ TK(5l)rMU(5l)rTKDI 
DIMENSION A2~51~rA3~51~*A4~51~*AN~51~*BN~51~*CN~51~~DN~51~* 
lE(51 )rF(51 1 rDPX(51 )rDNS(20)*DTS(20)*DPS(51 )rAl(51 1 
2 rDHP(5l)r DHE(Sl)r DH(5l)r DH2(51)t PR(5l)rDPR(51) rDE(51) 
3 rCH2Pf51 1 rCE(51 1 e DPCI (51 lrDTH(51 ) *PC1 (51 lrDTHS(20) 
REAL MUHHI MUHE* MUHIMUDIMSDIMUIMACI~MUREFIMUSNINSINS~~NS~~NS~ 
IF (NORAD.NE.1) GO To 31 








U(M*51 )=l l 
D(Mq51 )=I l 
P(M151 I=1 l 
TH(51 )=l. 
T (Me51 )=l . 
T(M~l)=TB*CPI/(VINF*VINF*TSN~M~) 
PRS=CPSN(M)+MUSN(M)/TKSNtM) 

















DK(N)=AAl*TK(N+l )+AA2*TK(N-1 )+AAJ+TK(N) 
DPY(N)=AAl*P(M,N+l)+AA2+Po+AA3+P(M~N) 
DUY(N)=AAl*U(M~N+l)+AA2+Uo+AA3+U(M~N) 
DVY(N)=AAl*V(M.N+l )+AA2*V(M*N-1 )+AA3+V(M*N) 
DHP(N)=AAl*CHP(N+l)+AA2+ CHP(N-l)+AA3*CHP(N) 
DHE(N)=AAl*CHE(N+l )+AAZ* CHE(N-1 )+AA3*CHE(N) 
DE (N)=AAl+CE (N+l)+AAE* CE (N-l)+AA3+CE (N) 
DH2(N)=AAl+CH2(N+l)+AA2+ CH2(N-l)+AA3+CH2(N) 
DH (N)=AAl+CH (N+l)+AA2* CH (N-l)+AA3*CH (N) 





DH (l)=((CH (2)-CH (l))/DY(l) +DH(2))/2 




DK(1 )=(TK(E)-TK(1 ))/DY(l) 




DUY(51 )=- (U(MISO)-U(MI~I))/DY(~~) 
DVY(1 )=tVtM12)-VtM*l ))/DY(l) 
DMU(51 )=(MU(51 )-MU(50) )/DY(50) 
DVY(51 )=(V(Mq51 )-V(M,50))/DY(50) 
KE=l 
DO 101 N=l$Kll 
TEMP=T(MeN)*TSN(M)+VINF**2/CPI 
CALL ENTHALP (~~~~;~H2(N)*CH(N)rCHE(N)rCH2PorCE(N)*CE(N)*CHP(N)*CPC* 
1 
KE=2 
IF (N.NE.1) GO TO 106 
THO )=(ENTHC/(VINF**E) )/THS(M) 
















DO 102 N=2rKK 
AA4=DY(N)+( DY(N-l)+DY(N)) 
AAl=DY(N-1 )/AA4 
AA2= -DY(N)/(DY(N-1 )*(DY(N-1 )tDY(N) )) 
AA3=+(DY(N)-DY(N-l))/(DY(N)+DYo) 




IF (MaGT.1 ) GO TO 5 
NSl=NS( 1 ) 
PSl=PINFN(M) +(l .-l./DSN(M)) 








A3(N)=AJ(N)-(AB2/EPS++2)+(DQYo+QFX(N)+QFX~N)*~2/~1+ NSl *Y(N))) ) 
A3(N)=A3(N)tDPY(N)*VS N(l)*V(lrN)*PSN(l)*AB2/(EPS**2*NSl) 
6 CONTINUE 
GO TO 10 
5 DO 11 N=lrKll 
DPX(N)=(P(M*N)-l=(M-IrN))/DX 
11 CONT INUE 
IF (M.EQeMBP) GO TO 59 
DTHS(M)=(THS(M+l)-THS(M-1))/(2*DX) 
IF fIIll~EQ~1) GO TO 50 
DNS(M)=(NS(M+l )-NS(M-1 ) )/(2e*DX) 
GO TO 52 
59 IF (IlllmEQel) GO TO 50 
DNS(MBP)=(AS(MBP)-AS(MA2) )/DX 
DTH.S(MBP)=(THS(MBP)-THS(MA2))/DX 
GO TO 52 
50 DN.S(M)=O 
IF (M.NEaMBP ) GO TO 52 
DTHS(MBP)=(THS(MBP)-THSo)/DX 



















CN(Nl=(E .-Al (N)*DY(N) )/(DY (N-l )*(DY(N)tDY(N-1 ) )) 
IF (MeGT.1) GO TO 18 
DN(N)=A3(N) 
DN(N) =-DN(N) 
Go TO 20 






F(1 )=TH(l 1 
DO 22 N=21Kll 
E(N) =-AN(N)/(BN(N)+CN(N)*EfN-1 1) 
F(N)=(DN(N)-CN(N)*F(N-I))/o+CN(N)+CNN*E~N-111 
22 CONTINUE 
DO 24 Nl=lr49 
N=51-Nl 
TH(N)=E(N)*TH(N+l )+F(N) 
24 CONT I NUE 
YHEP=O 0 




146 CALL NOBDEN (TSS29 RHOI H2rHeHPLUSeHE* HEPLUS* HE~PLUSIEMINUSI 
1 XH21 1 
CALL VOLMAS (H2rHq HPLUSIHEI HEPLUSIHE~PLUSIEMINUSIY~~~ YH* YHPI 
1 YHE( YHEPI YHEEPI YE 1 
CALL ENTHALP (TSS~~YH~~YHIYHE*YH~P~YE~YHP*CPC*ENTHC) 
THO=(ENTHC/VINF**2tUo++2/E+USN(M)**2~ 
137 DTHO=THO-TH(N)*THS(M) 
TSS3= TSN(M)+VINF+*2/CPI*(T(MIN +I)-0.05) 
110 CALL NOBDEN (TSS3r RHO* HE~HIHPLUSIHEI HEPLUS* HE~PLUSIEMINUS~ 
1 XH21 1 
CALL VOLMAS (H2vH* HPLUSIHEI HEPLUSIHEZPLUSIEMINUSIYH~~ YH* YHPI 
1 YHEI YHEPIYHEEPI YE) 
CALL ENTHALP (TSS~~YH~*YH~YHEIYH~PIYEIYHPICPCIENTHC) 
THl=(ENTHC/VINF**2+Uo++2/2+VSN(M)++2~ 
136 DTHl=THl-TH(N)*THS(M) 


































COMMON / BODY/ ZTA(20)r CK(20)r X(2019 DXeR(20)rBATA(20)rMUREFIEPS 
COMMON /CONST/ GAMA1DY(5l)rY(5l)rCC3(20~51) rCCClrICONT 
COMMON /CONSTl/ ALIAK*CTIK~KII.MBPIMA~~MA~ 
COMMON /DEF/ DVY(51 )* DK(51 19 DMU(51 19 DPY(5l)r DUY(5l)r DPl (51) 
COMMON /DEPEND/ T~20r51~.P~20r51~.D~20~51)~U~20~51~~XHE~5 
11 lrXHH(51 )* XH(51 )9XHP(51 )eCP(51) 
COMMON /INFI/ TINFI PREIq VELO!r DEN19 MI ALTI 11119 CPII 
COMMON /INF/ VINFI DINFICPI 
COMMON /PERC/ VI (20).PINF(20)* ETHP(2O)r 01 (20)rCPL(20)r QOl (2019 
1 PINFN(20 1 
COMMON /SDFDIS/ NS(20)rNSlrNS2*PSlrAS(20) rNSS2 
COMMON /TRANS/ TK (51 ) rMU(51 ) 
COMMON /SHOCK/ DS(20)r TS(20)r VS(20)r US(20)r PS(20)rMUS(20)rTKS( 
120)rARFA(23) 
DIMENSION P1~51~rP2~51~.U1~51~rE1(51lrF1~51~~F1~51~~31~51~*B2~51)~93~51)~ 
lB4(51 )*DPX(51 19 ANl(5l)rBNl(5I)rCNl(5l~~DNl~5l~~DNS~2O)~ 
2 DPS(20)r DVS(2Q)rDVX(Sl)rDUS(20) 
REAL MUREFI MUHHIMUHEIMACIIMUIMUSIMUHINSS~~NSS~~NSS~ 
REAL NS~NSlrNS2rINTGA~INTGBIINTGCIlNTGC*INTGD~INTGE~INTGF 
IF(MeGT.1 150 TO 1 
Pl(51)=1* 
PSl=PINFN(M) +t1 a-1 l /DS(M) 1 
1.F (Illl.GT.1) GO TO 2 
NS2=0 
NSl=NS(l 1 
PS2=-( 1 o-1 ./DS(M) ) 
P2(51 )=O. 
USl=l. 
DO 5 Nl=lrSO 
N=52-Nl 
P2 (N-1 I =-DY~N-l)+~DS~M)*USl**2*NSl*D~M~N)*U~l*N)**2/~PSl*~l~+Y~N)* 
lNS1 )) )tP2(N) 
Pl (N-l )=l. 
5 CONTINUE 
GO TO 24 
2 NSE=(A.S(J)-AS(1 ))/(4m*DX**2) 
NSl=NS( 1 ) 
USl=l .-2,*NS2/(1.+NSl )*(l.-lm/DS(l )) 
PS2=(1*- (l./DS(l)))*(l .-2.*NS2/(l.+NSl))**2*~-le) 
P2(51 )=Om 





Cl3=PS2*DS( 1 ) +D(,rN)*VS(, )**2*V(IrN)/(PSl**2)*DVY~N) 
P2(N-1 ) =-DY(N-l)*(Cll+Cl2+Cl3)tP2~N) 
23 CONTINUE 





24 DO 7 N=lrKll 
Bl (N)=DMU(N)/MU(N)+2.*N.S~/(l.tNSl*Y(N))-NSl*DSfl )*VS(l )*D(l*N)*V(l 
1 rN)/(EPS**2*MUS(l )*MU(N)) 
7 CONTINUE 






DO 9 N=lrKll 
DPl(N)=(Pl(N+l)-PI( N ))/DY(N) 
9 CONTINUE 
DO 10 N=lrKll 
CCl=P2(N)tPS2*PI(N)/PSI-NS2+Yo+DP1(N)*DPl~N~/NSl 
cc2= -2~*PS1*NSl**2/~EPS**2*MUS~l~*~l~tNSl*Y~N~~*USl*MU~N~) 
83 (N )=CC2*CCl 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 11 N=2rKIl 
ANI~N~=~2~+Bl~N~+DY~N-l)~/~DY~N~*~DY~N~+DY~N-l~~~ 
BNl (N)=-(2. -Bl(N)*(DY(N)-DY(N-l)))/o+DY(N-1))+B2~N~ 
CNl (N)=(2. -Bl(N)*DY(N))/(DY(N-I)wo+DYo)) 
DNl (N)=83(N) 
DNl (N 1 =-DNl (N) 
11 CONTINUE 
El(l)=00 
Fl (1 )=O. 
DO 12 N=2rKll 




U(MI 1 )=Da 
DO 13 Nl=lr49 
N=51-Nl 
U(M*N) =-AN1 (N)/(BNl (N)tCNl (N)*El (N-l 1 )*U(MeN+l )+fDNl (N)-CNl (N)*Fl ( 












NS(1 )=NSltNSE*BATA( 1 I**2 
DA=1 . 







DO 26 N=IrK 
P( 1 rN)=Pl (N)+PE(N)+BATA( 1 )++2 
26 CONTlNUE 
GO TO 28 
1 IF (Illl.GT.1) GO TO 40 
DNS(M)=O 
GO TO 42 
40 IF (M.EQ.MBP) GO TO 33 
DNS(M)=(AS(M+I)-AS(M-l))/(2.*DXl 
GO TO 42 
33 DNS(MBP)=(AS(MBP)-ASo)/DX 


















B2 (N 1 =D21 +D22+023+024 
45 CONTINUE 











48 CONT 1 NUE 








84(N) =-84 (N 1 
49 CONTINUE 
DO 50 N=2rKll 
AN1 (N)=(2.+Bl (N)+DY(N-1 ))/(DY(N)*(DY(N)+DY(N-1 )I 1 
BN1 (N)=-(2. -Bl (N)+(DY(N)-DYtN-1 )))/(DY(N)*DY(N-I ))+BEfN)+B4(N)/DX 
CNl(N)=(2. -Bl(N)*DY(N))/(DY(N-1)+(DYo+DY(N-I)))~ 
DNl(N)=B3(N)-B4(N)/DX+Uo 
DNl (N) =-DNI (NJ 
50 CONT I NUE 
El (1 )=Oe 
Fl (1 )=Oe 
DO 52 N=2rKll 
El (N) =-AN1 (N)/fBNl (N)+CNI (N)*El (N-l )) 
FI~N~=~DN1~N~-CNl~N~wFI(N-1))/o+CNl~N~~El~N-l)~ 
52 CONT I NUE 
lJ(MeK)=l 
DO 54 Nl=lr49 
N=51-Nl 
U(M*N) =-AN1 (N)/(BNl (N)+CNl (N)+El (N-l 1 )*U(M,N+l )+(DNl (N)-CNl (N)*Fl ( 
lN-I))/(BNl(N)+CN1(N)+E1o) 





DO 56 N=lrKll 
INTGD=DY(N)/~.+(D(MIN+I)+UO+D(MIN)*U(M~N))+INTGD 
INTGE=DY(N)/2.+(3(M*N+l )+lJ(MvN+l )+Y(N+l )+D(MtN)+U(M*N)+Y(N))+INTGE 








IF(IllI.EQal) GO TO 83 
IF (M.EQeMBP) GO TO 101 
DNS(M)=(AS(M+l)-AS(M-1))/(2.*DX) 




GO TO 84 
83 DNS(M)=O. 
I=M-1 

















IF (NSS3.LTe0.15) GO TO 82 
75 SSl=NS(M)-NS(M-1) 
IF (SSlmGTaOe) Go TO 335 
ADC=ADC+O.Oll 
GO TO 340 
335 SS2=SSl/NS(M-1) 
ZZ=O.O2*M-0.02 
IF (SSZ.LT.ZZ 1 GO TO 82 
ADC=ADC-0.007 
GO TO 340 
82 CONTINUE 
INTGF=O* 
DO 58 N=lr49 
CC3( 1 rN)=O. 
INTGF=DY(N)/2.+((R(M)+NSS2 +Y(N+1)+COS(ZTA(M)))*D~M~!‘l+l)*U~M~Ntl)+ 
l(R(M)tNSS2 +Y(N)+COS(ZTA(M)))*D(MIN)tU(MIN))tINTGF 
CC3(MtN)=INTGF*NSS2 SDS(M) *US(M) 
DDD=(CC3(M*N)-CC3(M-l*N))/DX 
K=N+l 








58 CO’=JT 1 NUE 
ANTGF=O l 
DO 351 N=lr49 
CYTGFt~Y~N)/2.+~~R~M)tNS~M)~Y~Ntl)*COS~ZTA~M)))~D~M*N+l)*U~M~N+l)t 
1 (R(M)+NS(M)+Y(N)*COS(ZTA(M)) )*D(MIN)*U(MIN) )+ANTGF 
CC~(MIN)=ANTGF+NS(M)*DS(M) *US( M) 
351 CONTINUE 
350 P(M*K)=I 9 
IF (Illl.GTal) Go TO 60 
DO 62 Nl=lr50 
N=51 -Nl 
P(MIN)=P(MIN+~)-OY(N)*NS(M)*O(M*N)*OS( M )*U(MIN)++~+US(M)**~+CK(M 
1 )/(PS(M)+(I .tNS(Y)*Y(N)*CK(M))) 
62 CONTINUE 
GO TO 28 
60 DVS(M)=(VS(M)-VS(M-I))/DX 
DVX(51 )=(V(M*51 )-V(M-1 -51 ) )/OX 
G8=l./~l.+NS~M)*CK~M))+o/VS~M)/VS~M)+DVX~5~)-DNS~M)*DVY~5l)/NS~M)) 
G9=VS(M)+DVY(SI )/US(M)/NS(M) 
GlO=-US(M)*CK(M)/(VS(M)*fl .tNS(M)*CK(M) )) 
G7=PS(M)/(DS(M)+US(M)*VS(M)*NSM)) 
AINGl=(G8+G9+Glo)/G7 
64 DO 68 Nl=lrKll 
N=51 -Nl 
IF (M.EO.MBP) GO TO 93 
DVX(N)=(V(M+lrN)-V(M-lwN))/DX/2* 






A INGZ= (G4+G5tG6 )/G7 
P(M,N)=P(M.N+l)+DY(N)+(AING1+AINGl+AING2)/2~ 
AINGl=AINGZ 
68 CONT I NUE 










GO TO 73 
71 TTE=TTI /CT 
73 DDl=O.O01292*(PP2/TT2)**~l./AK) 
61 DD=DDl /DINF 
D(M*N)=DD/DS(M) 
79 CONT I NUE 
RETURN 
END 
